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Editor’s View

Chairman’s Chat

J

anuary always brings with it the
excitement and hopes of a new
year. After seeing the area around
Dillard, Georgia, at the AGM, I can tell
you that my excitement and hopes for
a great convention at MG 2012 are very
high! The roads and sites around the
area are spectacular. If you can, plan a
few extra hours to drop by the Tartan
Museum in Franklin, Tennessee - it’s
very interesting. You can read more
about the Annual General Meeting
and get an update on MG 2012 later in
the issue.
As is traditional, the Jan/Feb MGB
Driver is the Tech Issue. I think we
have some good stuff on tap for you
here. Lee Fox (who has a great 1500

On the Covers
Front: Dave Braun submitted this
image with his article in this issue,
“MGB Body Renovation”
Front cover tech perfection!

H

Robert Rushing
Editor
MGB Driver
Midget) writes an article about his TR6
overdrive that is very applicable to the
MGB overdrive as well. Dave Braun
starts a new series on the body restoration of a MGB, Bob Bentzinger tells
us how to save those Lucas switches
(you had better read that Brian
Woodhams!), and Bruce Hamper gives
some great advice on early Midget leaf
springs.
I could really use some more
submissions for Readers Rides. If you’d
like to see that beautiful car of yours
in print, please send me a photo and a
paragraph or two.

Robert

The Inside Line

Back: Top image, Ron Ramer’s
MG, last issue’s MGB Driver’s
Cover Girl.
Bottom, Gary Blanks MG Midget
enters MG 2011 showfield.
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By Denny Elimon, NAMGBR Secretary
By Dave Braun, Minnesota MG Group
By Tom George, Co-chairman, MG 2012

ats off to the members of the
Peach Tree MG Registry for
hosting the AGM in Dillard,
Georgia, this past November 5! The
Dillard House and the surrounding
countryside is a fabulous location
for MG 2012, our 21st Annual North
American MGB Register Convention.
The facilities are very nice; while the
numbers of rooms on site are limited,
there are over 500 rooms available in
the immediate area. The show field is
ideal. Tom George and Larry Norton
along with Tom, Bob, and a chap with
a funny southern (English) accent
made us all feel right at home. I might
add that he has a very nicely modified
MGB. I sure wish I could remember
names better. I bet that by the end of
MG 2012 I will have them all down.
I would also like thank the members and chapters for allowing me to
have a second and final term as chairman. I want to especially thank David
Mullen for stepping up to the plate to
serve as our new treasurer and Alan
Magnuson our outgoing treasurer who
held this post from the fall of 2006
until the fall of 2011.
We had 39 out of 97 chapters
return their ballots in this year’s uncontested election, not bad, all things
considered. Next year, the position of
secretary and vice chair will be open. I
need all of you to start thinking about
stepping up as David did this year.
The position of secretary along
with that of treasurer are the two most
important positions in the organization. Without a good secretary,
renewal notices go out late, new mem-

Richard Liddick
Chairman
NAMGBR
bers don’t get a speedy welcome that
they deserve, and missing copies of the
MGB Driver don’t get replaced. Membership suffers and declines. I have
been lucky during my time as both
chairman and vice chairman to serve
with secretaries like Jerome Rosenberger and Denny Elimon, both of
these volunteers have devoted countless hours to help the North American
MGB Register grow and prosper.
If you are currently serving as a
secretary for your local club or have,
office and computer skills, we need
you to start thinking about next October. (Denny you can’t leave yet) I will
be talking about this more in future
issues. Don’t forget, we have no paid
staff, this is a member-run organization and without volunteers, we cannot function effectively.
In closing I want to say that I am
expecting a good turn out for MG
2012, it took me eleven hours to drive
down from the Baltimore area, a little
over 600 miles. This is a day trip for me
and looking at the map, a day trip for
members from Florida, Ohio, Virginia,
Missouri… well you get the picture.
Plan ahead as there are lots of rooms
available and some excellent camping
locations in the area too. Checkout
www.gamountains.com click on
where to stay and more information.

Richard

By Dave Braun, Minnesota MG Group
By Lee Fox, MG Club of St Louis

By Bob Bentzinger, MG Club of St Louis
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From the Treasurer
By Dave Mullen

T

o all NAMGBR Members – I would
like to let you know that I have
had a wonderful start as NAMGBR’s treasurer. My first thoughts were
stepping in a new job, system and way
of thinking was going to be difficult
for an old electrician. I now just want
to tell you how patient and helpful
all the officers and coordinators have
been with me.
Long before the Annual General
Meeting, where I was voted in as the
new Treasurer by the local chapters,
I was being tutored for hours (I was a
blank slate) by Alan Magnuson on the
use of the NAMGBR accounting sys-

Dave Mullen
Treasurer
NAMGBR
tem. Richard, Kim, Denny also helped
educate me on policies, procedures,
and items needed to do the job. I hope
to be up to speed soon and will try to
do the best I can to serve all NAMGBR
members.
In closing, I do want to say that
you have a wonderful group of people
running your organization.

Dave

Secretary’s Report

T

he MG 2012 convention to be held
in Dillard, Georgia, June 6-10,
2012, promises to be an event
to remember. Listed in this issue is a
report on the Annual General Meeting (AGM) held November 4-5, 2011
at the Dillard House, in Dillard. The
Peachtree MG Registry Club of Atlanta
will be out host for MG 2012.
The Dillard House is Located in
Rabun County, Dillard, Georgia, and
is blessed with beautiful panoramic
mountain vistas, country ambiance,
and some of the friendliest and most
hospitable people in the world. Within
the area are numerous breathtaking
waterfalls, most of them accessible
to the public. A few of the favorites
include, Minnehaha Falls, Angel Falls,
Panther Falls, Darnell Falls, Dicks
Creek Falls, and Becky Branch Falls.
While attending the AGM, I was
hosted by Paul Flexner of the Peachtree
Club. Thank you Paul! We toured the
area scheduled for events for MG 2012;
one spot in particular that drew our
attention was Goats on the Roof on US
441 in Tiger, Georiga. It’s hard not to
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Denny Elimon
Secretary
NAMGBR
be drawn in by those little
critters on a roof. I would like to thank
Natalie Sicard Knops of the Mitchell
Lodge in Highlands, North Carolina,
just sixteen miles from Dillard, for her
hospitality.
Dillard is nestled in the southern
tip of the scenic Blue Ridge Mountains in Northeast Georgia. It is an
easy drive from the major metro areas
of Atlanta, Greenville, and Chattanooga. Dillard is a town centered on
a single family, John Dillard. Arthur
Dillard, the great grandson of John
Dillard, operated a general store and
his wife opened a boarding house.
The Dillard House in now operated by
Carrie’s grandson John Dillard. The
Dillard House has become famous for
its southern family-style dining and
MGB Driver • January / February 2012

comfortable accommodations. Several
time during the AGM meal we experienced a backlog of food offerings during dinner as they were passed. I think
it had something to do with second
servings! John Dillard met and greeted
many participants that attended the
AGM. Information on the area can be
obtained by contacting Rabun County
Convention & Visitors Bureau, 706212-0241 www.ExploreRabun.com.
During our convention, everyone will be given an opportunity to
discover Rabun County, from the
4,969-foot summit of Rabun Bald on
the west to the mountain ridges of the
Appalachian Trail, scenic mountain
roads, unique shops, antiques, and the
promenade of the arts & Kudzu Factory. There will be plenty things to do
and plenty of hotels rooms available in
and around Rabun County. While the
convention hotel is everyone’s desired
housing location, the facilities available within a short drive are equally
nice. The entire Peachtree Registry
Club, under the guidance of President
Larry Norton, has worked hard to
provide everyone with a convention
experience to be remembered. Participants can enjoy their travel through
the Smoky Mountains, (I saw Elk grazing along beside the road). Dillard is
just two miles over the state line from
North Carolina. The local drives alone
will be worth the trip.
I would like to welcome our newest affiliate club the Calgary MG Car
Club of Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
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The Calgary club was started in 1979
and has recently joined the family of
NAMGBR affiliate clubs. We welcome
them – and especially Azim Bhatia,
President and Norma Kenward, Editor
– to the register.
Clubs are reminded that annually
re-affiliation forms need to be filled
out and sent to update club records.
Forms are available on line by going
to www.namgbr.org submit your club
information today. If you know of a
club in your immediate area, that you
frequent during car shows, join in for
their events, we need your assistance
in inviting them to become an affiliate
club. Contact us if you need information.
Welcome to our incoming
Treasurer David Mullen, he has been
actively involved in the North American MGB Register for years and has
served in many capacities with the
Southern Indiana British Car Club, he
annually Chairs the “Best Car Show
by a Dam Site” on the Ohio River in
Newburgh, Indiana. We are pleased
that he accepted the responsibilities of
Treasurer. To Alan Magnuson, outgoing Treasurer, rest for we will find a
new role for you to enjoy. Thanks for
your contributions!
Contact us if you are interested in
serving in any capacity for NAMGBR,
we would welcome your involvement.
Once again, remember to include your
membership number on all correspondence, this helps us to maintain our
records. Feel free to contact me!

Denny
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NAMGBR 2011 Annual General Meeting

From Left; Secretary Denny Elimon, Chairman Richard Liddick, Vice Chairman Kim de Bourbon,
and Treasurer Alan Magnuson.
Submitted By Denny Elimon, Secretary
(For complete minutes, go to www.namgbr.org)

T

he Annual General Meeting
(AGM) held November 4-5, 2011,
at the Dillard House in Dillard,
Georgia. Prior to the scheduled meeting, our hosts from the Peachtree
Registry of Atlanta, Georgia, provided
a tour of the event venue and toured
the surrounding area. The mountains
around Dillard were in full fall color.
Thank you to the entire Peachtree MG
Registry and Paul Flexner for serving
as our host during the AGM.
NAMGBR officers, Registrars,
and Coordinators present at the AGM
were Richard Riddick, Kim & Charles
de Bourbon, Alan Magnuson, Denny
Elimon, Tony Burgess, Bruce Wyckoff,
and Robert Rushing. Representing the
Peachtree Registry was President Larry
Norton, Tom Nadelhoffer, Bill Gillson,
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Tom George, and other club members.
The meeting was called to order at
1:04 pm by presiding chairman Richard Liddick. The Chairman thanked
everyone for attending and began the
meeting by requesting that everyone
in attendance introduce themselves,
and to tell everyone about their cars.
The Chairman announced that the
minutes from the AGM held in Reno,
Nevada, were available on the web site
and also were published in the January/February 2011 issue of the MGB
Driver in an abbreviated form. A motion was made to accept the minutes
as presented, seconded and approved.
The following are reports by NAMGBR
Officers that were presented during
the meeting. Due to space limitations
in the MGB Driver, all Registrar and
Coordinator reports are available by
going to our website www.namgbr.
org .
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Chairman Report:
Richard Liddick

As I look back
over the year, I can
take great pride in
our accomplishments. We had a
fantastic convention
in Reno. While the turnout was not
as high as I would have liked to see,
I believe that all that attended had a
good time and took home many fond
memories. I want to thank the volunteers on the MG Council, The Reno
All British Car Club, the NAMGBR
Officers, Coordinators, and members
that helped with making this event
unforgettable. I am sure Tony Burgess
will have something to say about this
in his report.
Continuing on the positive, during the 2011 calendar year – NAMGBR
was able to give back to the members
by providing every member a special
20th anniversary key fob and a special
edition 20th Anniversary MGB Driver
at no cost. In addition, we subsidized
a portion of the fee for Register night
meal at MG 2011 in an effort to keep
costs down and have greater attendance. These were one-time expenditures that were our way of saying
thank you to the members.
We have continued to have a
strong advertising presence in the major MG and British car press. We have
had representatives at the British Motor Trade Association Annual Meeting.
I do have one item that I was
hoping to see progress on that is still
incomplete and that is the updating
of our web site. I have requested from
volunteers from the membership that
could help modernize our website,
looking to avoid the cost of having
a professional service do this work
for us. While a couple of members
contacted me and offered help, none
has followed through on the offer.
The NAMGBR Executive team has
been in touch with a couple of services
but these come at a cost that would
involve raising dues to cover the cost.
I am not sure if the members want to
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bear that cost. We are trying to get a
feel for what the members think and
will continue looking at our options.
Denny Elimon has presented us with a
proposal during the AGM that will be
reviewed.
In closing, I want to thank all of
the registrars and coordinators for
helping make my job easy. There are
a few I want to acknowledge. They are
our Secretary Denny Elimon; Denny
spends countless hours dealing with
membership matters. Our Driver
Editor Robert Rushing and Charles de
Bourbon the Art Director, they put out
the best not-for-profit MG publication
in the world (I am biased). Our Vice
Chair Kim de Bourbon, she deals with
the chapters regarding insurance and
maintains member club records. Tony
Burgess, our convention Coordinator, working with Tony over the last
five years on MG 2011, I have become
convinced that he does not sleep. And
finally to our outgoing treasurer Alan
Magnuson; Alan like, Denny spends
countless hours making sure our bills
get paid on time, tracking where the
money comes from and where it goes.
Alan has been in this position since
2006, stepping in to complete Susan
Deagan’s term.
Vice Chairman’s Report:
Kim de Bourbon

The Vice Chairman’s primary duties
are to work with the
affiliated clubs to
process requests for
insurance certificates
and maintain club affiliation information. Here’s my report on both areas.
Insurance: by my count, our affiliated clubs have been issued insurance
certificates for 45 events so far thus
calendar year. All but two came to me
first with only a few clubs sending
them directly to J.C. Taylor, as they
use to be able to do. J.C. Taylor lets me
know if any “unauthorized” requests
come their way, and I let those clubs
know that the requests have to go
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through the NAMGBR vice chairman
first, so that we can verify the club is in
good standing.
Almost all were sent in by e-mail,
using PDF form that enables clubs to
fill out the request on their computer.
This has greatly improved legibility,
and I can easily adjust the content if
they haven’t filled it out correctly.
Having PDFs on file also greatly improves our ability to track the requests,
and of course gets them processed
more quickly, as PDFs can be forwarded to J.C. Taylor right away.
Many clubs are still under the
impression that they have to have a
certificate for their event in order to
“get” coverage. However, certificates
are only needed if a venue requests one
as proof of coverage. I have made an
effort this year to tell clubs when they
are asking for a certificate unnecessarily. (Such as when they are having
a driving event on public roads with
no specific venue). Some want the certificates anyway, so I have gone ahead
and processed those. But, if we can cut
down on unnecessary work for everyone, so much better. I will be updating
our insurance FAQ packet and sending
it out with the re-affiliation letter at
the beginning of 2012.
Club Affiliations: we have 97
affiliate clubs on the books. We have
85 percent of our clubs (83 of the97)
re-affiliated through the on line form.
While our online form is somewhat
clunky, it does streamline the process
by sending the results to the Secretary,
the Vice Chair and the web master all
at once, so that all may be update their
records. 53 filled out on line re-affiliation forms in 2011. 30 filled out online
re-affiliation form in 2010.
The annual Vice Chair letter to the
clubs will go out at the beginning of
2012, mostly by e-mails now that we
have up-to-date contact information
for most clubs. This e-mail will contain
a PDF of the message, which clubs may
print and bring to their meetings or
forward. It will also contain an active
link to get them to the re-affiliation
form on the NAMGBR website. In
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addition to thanking each club for its
affiliation, the letter will remind clubs
of the benefits of NAMGBR affiliation
and the requirements to remain an
affiliate in good standing, including
the use of the NAMGBR logo in their
newsletters and websites, where it
should also be an active link.
It is my goal for 2012 to audit the
club newsletters and websites for the
required NAMGBR info, to make sure
everyone is complying by helping promote the national organization.
Treasurer Report:
Alan Magnuson

North American
MGB Register-Financial Statement October1, 2010-September
30, 2011: NAMGBR
had another good
fiscal year in 2010-2011 due to our
strong membership base, Thank you
for renewing your membership in
your local club and NAMGBR. We had
income of $77,018.10 with expenses of
$88,425.56. The October 1, 2010 –September 3, 2011 Profit Loss statement
accompanies the financial review (see
Treasurers report).
Income of $77,018.10 came from
several categories. Dues are NAMGBR’s
largest income source. Additional
income came from MG2011, Regalia
sales, and sponsorship in the MGB
Driver and the Mutual Aid Directory.
NAMGBR had a contingent of over 600
participants at MG 2011 in Reno, Nevada. MG 2011 contributed $3,321.00
to NAMGBR’s bottom line.
Expenses for fiscal year were
$84,425.56. Printing continues to
be our largest expense area (MGB
Driver and Mutual Aid Directory). We
planned for an additional onetime
expenditure in 2010-11 as our membership celebrated NAMGBR’s 20th
Anniversary. Normal and onetime expense areas included advertising and
promotions, MG 2011 events, office
expenses, postage, (membership, key
fobs, MAD, MGB Driver) professional
fees, regalia, filings, and telephone.
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2010-2011 net ordinary income was-$7,407.46. The finances of the register
are available for review by any member. If you would like a copy, send me a
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
The 2010-2011 annual statement
has been presented to NAMGBR Officers and membership, for distribution
in the MGB Driver, as required in the
Driver, and by the constitution and
by-laws.
I’d like to thank the members
and chapters of the NAMGBR for the
pleasure of serving as Treasurer since
my appointment in October of 2006.
Laura and I enjoyed meeting many of
you in our MG travels across North
America; MG is truly the Marque of
Friendship! Safety Fast!
A complete Treasurer report for FY2010/2011 is available in this issue.
Secretary Report:
Denny Elimon

I am pleased to
report that the North
American MGB
Register continues to
remain strong. Our
current membership is at an all time high with over
two thousand active members. We
have successfully, linked together over
seven thousand five hundred members, throughout our twenty-one year
history. As we enter a new year, we encourage members to continue to support our efforts to upgrade our website,
help us remain financially strong and
promote our organization.
We saluted our active members
this year with a special anniversary
edition of the MGB Driver, a beautiful
key fob, and a special events register
night event during MG 2011 in Reno,
Nevada. The current officers and the
many volunteers that contributed to
our anniversary are recognized and
congratulated, for their time and efforts for our 20th Anniversary. We are
especially proud of our active members
that remained with us, many for the
entire twenty years.
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We continue to welcome new
owners and especially new affiliate
clubs to our organization. During our
current fiscal year, we have signed up
two hundred sixty new members and
four new clubs. Many of these new
members report that they were encouraged to join NAMGBR by the previous
owner or local club. We have also seen
an increase in contacts regarding dash
plaques displayed in their cars, new
owners like to know the history of
their car and what the plaque represents.
Membership renewals have
remained strong again this year. New
member joins have served to keep our
membership at an all-time high. With
membership change and addition our
New Generation Class, we will succeed
in keeping the MG name alive and on
the road.
As I enter another year as your
Secretary, I again want to thank everyone for their support, and encouragement. It has been my pleasure to
serve members and clubs throughout
our organization. We should remain
focused on our continued growth and
success for years to come. As I enter the
last year of service as your Secretary,
feel free to contact me if you would like
to join the NAMGBR team, never miss
an opportunity to introduce a new
member to our organization and to
share a story of the MG with a young
potential owner.
I would like to recognize the
North American Council of MG Owners for the all register events of MG
2011 “for a job well done!” In attendance is Rick Ingram Chairman, and
Tony Burgess, Treasurer which I would
like to call upon later in the meeting to
give us a report on the Council, while
it is early to comment on events for
2016, perhaps the can update us on
the Council. The Council is staffed by
Officers of the various register groups,
working together to provide owners
this event.
In closing I want to especially
thank our term-ending Treasurer Alan
Magnuson and wife Laura, for their
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dedication, guidance, friendship, and
assistance during my term, we have
worked together closely over the yearsyou will be missed. I am confident we
will be able to find a new roll for them
to remain active.
Editor Report:
Robert Rushing

We’ve had another great year with
the MGB Driver. We
get a lot of feedback
from our membership and we try to
publish all of it in the Letters to the
Editor section of each issue, We also
get a number of submissions for Readers Rides and we had a great Cover
Girl contest with some truly beautiful pictures sent into us. For the first
time in MGB Driver history, we had a
special seventh issue in honor of our
20th Anniversary. This was a major
undertaking and could not have been
accomplished without the help of
many people.
We had a number of significant articles over the past year with, a special
thanks to Ken Smith and Dave Braun
for the quantity and quality of the
articles they provided. I would also like
to thank all the other members who
have submitted great pieces and to
John Twist for his Tech Talk columns,
keep articles coming-without you, our
magazine would not exist!
Finally, I have to give the annual
mention of my unending appreciation
for Charles de Bourbon; I would not
even attempt to complete the Driver
without his help.
Convention/AGM Report:
Tony Burgess

MG 2011 report
- the North American
Council of MG Registers held the every
five-year convention
on June 13-17, 2011
in Reno, Nevada. There were 612 cars
which broke down into the following
12

Tony and Lynn Burgess at the AGM.

Rick Ingram discussing MG 2011 events.

categories: 20 MMM, 128 T-Series,
101 MGA, 249 MGB/Midget/1100, 16
MGC, 11 other, and 87 not declared.
There were 628 registrations with 573
from the USA, 49 from Canada, 4 from
the UK, 1 from Australia, and 1 from
Honk Kong.
By register: 27 NAMMMR, 158
NEMGTR/GOFW, 171 NAMGAR, 258
NAMGBR, 29 AMGCR, and 133 not
declared.
The major events during the
convention were the welcome reception at the National Auto Museum
on Monday. Tuesday bus tours to
Lake Tahoe, Carson/Virginia Cities;
Funkhana, self-driving tours; tech
sessions; Register Night (42 MMM, 185
T-Series, 190 NAMGAR, 270 NAMGBR,
and 34 MGC). Wednesday bus tours;
self -driving tours; Tech Sessions; Track
time: Reno Fernley Auto Cross & Performance Driving. Thursday Car Show
San Rafael Park - 661 lunched served;
Banquet attendance was 815. Regalia
947 items sold

Coordinators can be read in their
entirety by going to our website www.
namgbr.org.
Reports were presented or read
into the records. We thank each one
for their contributions at the Annual
General Meeting. MGB Registrar Report - Ken Smith; Advertising Coordinator Report - Charles de Bourbon;
Concurs Report - Bob Gloyd; Service
Coordinator Report - Bruce Wyckoff;
Regalia Coordinator Report - Connie
Wyckoff; MGB V8 Registrar Report Mike Grieco; 1974 1/2 MGB Registrar
Report - Scott Perry; MG1100/1300
Report - Bill Fox; 100,000/200,000
Report - Jai Deagan; Midget Registrar
Report - Robert Swetzer; Original
Owner Registrar - Bill Hawkins

Registrar & Coordinators Reports

Due to space limits the reports
presented or read into the minutes
from the below listed Registrars and
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Election results:

NAMGBR annually conducts an
election for officers; officers are limited to two 2-year terms with offices
alternating for Chairman/Treasurer
and for Vice Chair/Secretary. This year
elections were held for the Office of
Chairman and Treasurer. This year’s
election was conducted by Vice Chair
Kim de Bourbon. Ballots were mailed
to ninety seven affiliate clubs, thirty
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nine returned ballots.
Richard Liddick was elected to a
new two-year term as Chairman, and
David Mullen was elected to a new
two-year term as treasurer during AGM
2011. Both were unopposed on the ballot, and no write in votes were received
for either office.
Affiliated clubs participation in
the election process was good considering these were one-man races,
with39 of 97 eligible clubs returning
ballots. (That’s a 40 percent voter participation rate, which beats the last the
last election in 2010, when voter turnout was 37.8 percent). Kim de Bourbon
announced the year’s election results:
Richard Liddick elected as Chairman.
Dave Mullen elected as Treasurer.
Chairman Liddick thanked everyone
for their support, an especially Alan
Magnuson for his service as Treasurer,
he then introduced Dave Mullen and
welcomed him to the NAMGBR team.

NAMGBR Awards:

Chapter of the Year
MG Car Club-Washington D.C. Centre, In
recognition of your
60th Anniversary
along with your 49
years of sponsoring
the Braille Rallye

John Twist &
Caroline Robinson
Enthusiast of the
Year

Jennifer Orum, Canadian Classic MG Club

Good Samaritan
Award James Phelps
in recognition of
assistance of a fellow
MG owner in need at
MG 2011
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Ken Smith
Newsletter
of the Year

Minnesota MG Gazette
Bob (Andy) Anderson, Editor and Ruth
Marston, Assistant
Editor

North American
MGB Special
Award

Alan Magnuson for his
dedication, commitment, and service as
Treasurer 2006-2011

New Business:

A request was made by Robert
Rushing to consider adding an additional annual award for the “Best
Article” submitted to the MGB Driver.
Discussion was held regarding a possible naming of the award if approved,
a decision was deferred until a later
date. The officers will review, discuss,
and take action on their request during
a future conference call.
A request was made to make
increased NAMGBR efforts in the
Next Generation are to welcome and
encourage young adults to become
involved with MGs. Information on
companies that have available youth
program materials currently available,
was discussed. Chairman Liddick will
follow up by contacting the current
registrar and report back to the officers.

Registrars/Coordinators
Not Reporting:

North American
MGB Special
Award

Gene deRuelle in recognition of his help
with making MG
2011 an unforgettable event.

Publicity Coordinator, New Generation Registrar, Hammer & Tongs
Registrar, Technical Coordinator, Pull
Handle Registrar
Motion to Adjourn:

Hearing no other comments or
call for new business, Chairman Liddick, called for a motion to adjourn,
motion made, seconded, and approved. Meeting adjourned at 4:05 pm.

MGB Registrar
Article and photos submitted by Ken Smith

G

reetings and a Happy New Year
to each and everyone! 2012
promises to be a momentous
year with the 50th Anniversary of
the MGB being celebrated worldwide.
We’ll have a lot more news on this
great achievement to come in future
issues including details of the special
events that are to take place. We know
about MGB 50 in England, but what’s
being planned here in the USA, where
the MGB had such a tremendous
following and included record sales?
Let us know if your club has anything
special planned for the Golden Jubilee
of Britain’s Most Popular Sports Car.
Now to business, and first, I must
mention that Barby & I spent several
hours over the holidays watching the
excellent DVD of MG 2011 produced
by Chaz de Bourbon. Such a change
from the ‘PARC’, which was showing
on national television. (We don’t say
the “C” word in front of our grandson!) We would have loved to have
been in Reno but health problems
precluded this, however, the DVD was
the next best thing to actually being
there. Get yourself a copy today, settle
back, and watch the stunning imagery
created by Chas.

Ken Smith
MGB Registrar
We had a note from long time
member Maryann Berry who was
seeking some help in disposing of
some MGB items acquired by her late
husband Jerry who passed away after a
long battle with leukemia. These items
included rear tailgates, doors, and lots
of MGB bits and pieces. Due to my
personal health, I was unable to assist
her, so I called upon some of our fellow
NAMGBR members like Larry Long
and Jim Bull to call on Maryann and
get the parts sorted out-which they
did! By the way, Maryann still has the
beautiful MGB/GT, which Jerry lovingly restored prior to his passing.
Then we have Peter Rogers who
called me looking for an original
exhaust system for a 1980 Limited
Edition MGB! He claims the reproductions offered by our suppliers are nothing like the sound, or the efficiency
of the original system! Now, this was

1974 MGB of Daniel Donovan
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a real long shot but if you know of
anyone who has such an item after 30
years then contact Peter at pjrogers@
rogers.com.
Also, while I am offering goodies
for sale, if you would like an original
67 MGB/GT Special then drop a line to
Kathleen at kreminga@aol.com.
Yet another 1980 US Spec MGB
Limited Edition has surfaced in the
U.K. and was advertised in the MG
Owners Club magazine with a price
tag of £6500! (Nearly ten grand in
dollars!) and can anyone tell me where
this button was produced and who
owns the copyright?
I received the following letter
from Scott Walker on originality:
Hello,
My name is Scott Walter and I am
the second owner of MGB car number GVVDJ2AG506286 build in October 1979.
The original owner bought the car as new
in May 1981 with 230 miles. The story
goes that he visited the local dealer who

had a white B in the show room which
his daughter liked. He told the dealer that
if he found a red one, he would buy both
cars. The dealer located a Vermilion car
at a dealer in the next county and the deal
was made for both cars. The daughter
drove the white B quite a bit but in 1997
the Vermilion car was up for sale as all
original with only 7,711 miles.
I bought the car in April 1998 with
only 7900 miles. A month later, I was
transferred from Pennsylvania to Dallas. When I moved I left the MGB in my
father’s care intending to transport the car
to Texas at a later date. That did not happen and for two and a half years, my car
was in Pennsylvania and I was in Texas.
After moving back, I joined a local club
and took my MGB to a few local shows
where I started the really appreciate what I
had. The car did win a few awards including one best in class.
In 2006, as a member of
NAMGBR, #11-4578, my new wife
and I decided to attend MG 2006 in
Gatlinburg, Tennessee. I entered my car

in the concourse judging to see how well it
would do. It was a good experience and we
enjoyed the trip. (We did meet you at the
show as I had previously sent you a letter
about your pen name “Marcham Roads,”
we ended up naming our son Markham
George.) At the awards banquet, I was
pleased to receive an “honorable mention”
with a total points score of 926!
A few weeks later when I received the
judging forms in the mail, I looked them
over to see how my car scored on the individual criteria. Being new at the concours
judging, I wondered about some of the
deductions but put the forms away and
went on with life. My wife and I did make
it to MG 2008 in Valley Forge, but I didn’t
sign up for the concours judging.
As plans were being released for MG
2010 in Belleville, Ontario, we decide to
make the trip and this time I signed up for
the concours judging again. On the show
field I thought my “original” condition
car, now with about 15,000 miles showed
well next to the other concours cars, even
the totally restored cars. At the awards
banquet I was a little disappointed to
receive a “certificate of merit” but it was
a great trip and you can’t take these thing

to seriously. I did feel I didn’t do as well as
the “honorable mention” at MG 2006.
When I received the judging forms a
few weeks later, I looked them over with
great interest, again wondering about
some of the deductions. I located the
forms from 2006 and was surprised when
I realized I had received the same total
score of 926 from both years! I looked a little closer at the break down of deductions.
One deduction stuck out, and that was on
“Correctness of Head and Block.” I had
a 2-point deduction from 2010 with no
reason listed. When I compared that with
the 2006 deductions I was surprised to see
a 10-point deduction with the note “ID
tag not correct!”
I really didn’t understand the deductions as I knew it was the original motor,
it is # 18V884AEL007455. I have referred
to “Original MGB” by Anders Clausager and on page 64 the car number and
engine number match up as: Jun 76 - Oct
80, USA (not CA), catalyst with overdrive.
All correct, so why the deductions. Well,
recently it was pointed out to me that the
lower engine is not the correct color. It is
not black, it is orange. The head, valve
cover and all accessories are black, but not

Dave Handley MGB
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the bottom.
The question is why and how? I have
recently contacted the original owner and
he confirmed that the engine had never
been pulled to be painted, replaced or
anything else. I have not had anything
like that done either. I have talked with
others, including my mechanic as well
as Rich Liddick and there has been some
speculation that it came from the factory
painted orange and that the orange color
is a rust inhibitor that was used before the
engines where painted black. Could this
be true? Could the lower engine block have
just not been painted black at the factory
before assembly? Is it possible that quality
control was lacking at this point in production or that for some reason a painted
engine was not available at that time of
production?
I am wondering if you might have an
idea or opinion on this. Is it something
that you have seen before? Do you think
that with there being a year and a half between manufacture and purchase as new

with 230 miles that something may have
happened to have caused the engine to be
replaced? But why would it be replaced
with a engine not painted black?
Thank you for any information or
reply you may have.
—Scott Walter
“scottwalter@comcast.net”
Scott, I forwarded your inquiry to
my friend, Adrian Goodenough, who
worked at the MG factory in Abingdon.
Hello Ken,
There is no way that the B would
have got through final inspection with the
engine painted the wrong color or with a
rust inhibitor sprayed over it. When the
engines were assembled in A-Block on a
track, they had two inspectors checking
the spec before moving off the lines for fitting. During the rest of the assembly, there
would be another four inspectors before

Does anyone know about this button?

the going into test bay again for more
inspection.
From test, it would be driven to rectification then on to finishing where the
two inspectors Bill Belcher and Robin King
were so good at their job to the annoyance
of the management who were trying to
push the cars through. Both of them would
inspect the body inside and out, and
would not put a green sticker on the screen
unless the car had no imperfections. I
would think 99% of the cars were sent to
the paint shop.
However there were periods when
cars would come through with shortages and would then be parked up in the
compound. I remember around this time
a shortage of seats and sitting on the floor
driving into the paint shop and another
period of steering locks from Germany.

Any cars that spent time up in
the compound would eventually
come back to finishing. I think it
may have had an engine problem
after leaving Abingdon which the
dealer would have dealt with.
I am going up to Abingdon
on Monday, it’s Abingdon Fair
and we are meeting Alan Wiffen,
Den Green, and Neil Randall. I
hope to see many more MG faces.
I will take the e-mail with me to
see if they have any ideas. Den
Green was over in A/block after
competitions closed with Woof.
The enamel black engine paint
was plentiful and was nice to
use, we even used it on wishbones and steering racks, etc.
Take care —Adrian
Our latest registrations-thank
you to all who submitted details of
their MGBs.

James Engdahl - 67 MGB NV
David Kinsey- 80 MGB VA
Mike McChesney - 68 MGB/GT BC
Roli Sylvestre - 1979 MGB LE ON
Kenneth Sauvain - 74 1/2 MGB OH
Robert Fritz - 70 MGB MI
Burke Walker - 78 MGB GA
Douglas Walling - 77 MGB NC
Daniel Goncz - 71 MGB PA
Daniel Donovan - 74 MGB NH
Ian Holmes - 76 MGB MN
Kenneth Lewis - 67BGT/Special DE
Nick Brown - 71 MGB/GT ID
Stephen Jaouen - 73 MGB CO
Derek Kenward - 74 MGB AB Ken

Chilly early morning gathering, an AGM event, Dillard, GA..
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1974½ MGB Registrar
Article and photos submitted by Scott Perry

I

t’s been a fairly quiet year for the
1974 1/2 Register. We’re up to a total
of 205 cars listed. Of the new entries, most of them I’ve found were on
eBay or through talking with owners
I come across at shows or on internet
discussion forums.

Scott Perry
1974½ Registrar

— Continued from Page 22

Dan Cramp

Dan Cramp - very original car.
20
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Dan Cramp - very original interior.
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Midget Register

GT of Brandon Fox

It’s been mostly Roadsters turning
up and among those was the earliest
known (360284G) out of California. In
fact, it’s so early it pre-dates the range
of VINs we list on the official page. I’m
having difficulty verifying the details
on that one as the trail went cold when
the auction ended. If anyone knows
of a Bracken Tourer with that VIN or
something close to it, I’d love to hear
from you. It looked like a fairly good
car that had been off the road for
many years.
I did make it out to MG 2011 and
documented the few cars that were
there. Brandon Fox drove his GT down
from Tualatin, Oregon, and it looked
stunning on the show field. Damask
is a great color for this body style and
goes great with the black bumpers.
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In Dan Cramp’s Roadster, I might
have found my super original car to
document and use as the brain trust
for 1974 1/2 authenticity. It looks sharp
and very correct.
I sold my GT right before the event
so not only did I not get to drive it, but
I couldn’t use it as a ‘vehicle’ to promote our Register. Not to fear as I have
my eyes open and the hunt is on for a
‘74 1/2 Roadster to take its place. I’m
holding out for a sharp one like Dan’s
which will serve as an ongoing basis
for authenticity and tech articles.
I’d like to get more member
involvement in terms of submissions
for these articles so please send along
whatever you think might be of interest to fellow owners and enthusiasts.

Scott
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MG 2011 Reno • Nevada

By Bob Swetzer

I

f you attended MG 2011, you know
why I am still enthused by the
experience I had there. Although
we had only fourteen Midgets in attendance, they were beauties. As Bob
Gloyd wrote, “it would have been great
to have seen some of them in the Concours – they were that good!” Hopefully next time we will see that happen. It won’t be my Midget, though.
It’s a driver that looks as if it has been
driven as long as its owner has. But,
of course, it did well on the round-trip
from Tucson to Reno.
As a veteran, it profited from a
tech session with John Twist. Back
home, it carried me up to Pinetop,
Arizona, for the 28th annual “Run to
the Pines,” a gathering of more than
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550 pre-1973 collector cars of all types.
In MG land, it has been a good year for
Midget registrations, with eleven new
ones as follows:

Mark and Cathy Barrett - 75 1500
Dan and Tabitha Conway - 76 1500
Lawrence Engen - 79 1500
Andrew Hardie - 73 Mk III
Mindy Hill - 77 1500
Skip Karr - 79 1500
Stephen Polemeni - 71 Mk III
James Steputis - 79 1500
Hans-Joachim Tannenberger - 79 1500
Kim Tonry - 79 1500 (re-registration)*
Mark A. Rollinson - 62 Mk I
* If you had registered before I became the Registrar, resubmit and you
will be re-entered on the list.
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Christmas Card sent to Ken Smith.

Letters to the Editor
Robert,
Just read Jeff & Krisy Leighty’s article
“Of Mice and Men . . . and MGB’s”. I have
the same rodent problem (year round) here
in East County San Diego. We are in a rural area and do not have garage space for
all of the cars. After years of using many
of the alternatives in the article with
only limited success came across another
approach that has been basically 100%
successful. Mice (and rats) do not like
light. I have placed low wattage light bulbs
on extension cords under the hoods and in
the passenger compartments of a variety
of cars that had previous rodent infestations. Since that time the ONLY problem
I have had is when one of the light bulbs
burned out. To be 100% sure I would use a
pair of night light bulbs in each space, and
check regularly. Then if one burns out you
are still protected.
—Larry Hallanger 72B/GT
Great tip Larry, but I have to ask
– did you try the shotgun approach?
It seems like that one might be a bit
more fun.

Dear Sir,
I read with interest the comment in
the recent edition of MGB Driver about
the high cost of printing and mailing this
magazine to members in Canada. As a
Canadian member I would be quite happy
(in fact would prefer) to receive this excellent publication in an electronic format.
My local car club distributes its monthly
newsletter by:
Publishing the newsletter on a special
site on the internet in a pdf format, Emailing to each member a link to this site
(together with the password, if required)
and then each member simply downloads
the file.
For those members who don’t have
access to the internet my local car club
does a small print run and “snail mails”
them to these members.
To overcome a downloading problem
for those members with only a slow speed
access my car club publishes two separate
pdf files for each edition, one being a high
quality large size file, and the other being
a much smaller size file which is of lower

(but still acceptable) quality.
I actually prefer this compared to
receiving a “Hard” copy by mail, as I can
then store past copies on my computer.
I think this is a “Win – Win” solution. There is a substantial reduction
in cost for the club, a reduction in time
spent in wrapping and mailing, and I
would receive the electronic version up
to two weeks earlier than presently do.
Yours Truly, —Jonathan Smethurst
Jonathan, I think that is a very
valid solution. I think the only draw
back at the moment is finding a way
to limit the access to just the person
receiving the copy electronically or
only allowing them to view it on a
website. Surely someone has some
knowledge out there on how we can
do this and limit the sending out of
copies. If you do, please let me know!
Robert,
Here is a great site with the specs of
every car made since 1945! Check it out!
http://www.automobile-catalog.
com/specifications.php
—Dan Limbaugh
That is an amazing website – lots
of great information
Robert,
Just received my issue of the Driver
and was pleasantly surprised to see the
article about the LE50. However, I was
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dismayed to see no credit was given for the
source of the article, which is the August
issue of the MG Car Club-Florida newsletter, the FLORIDA OCTAGON. The text
and photo is identical of that published
last August. As an up-date the first LE50
was to be displayed at the NEC show in
England last weekend.
—Norman C. Ridgely, Editor
I’m very sorry Norman. I got that
sent to me by several people and
because of the appearance and the
various sources, I thought it was a
press release. Kudos to you on producing such a professional quality
piece – keep up the great work on
the Florida Octagon!
A plea for help – hopefully someone
knows
Hello,
I am on a quest. I am trying to locate
what was once my 1964 Iris Blue MGB.
It was serial number GHN3L37952 and I
was hoping that whomever might have it
now is a member of NAMGBR. I was once
a member myself and have regretted selling my car for years.
Are there any suggestions you might
have? I have tried my local DMV and they
aren’t of much help…many thanks!
—Jeffrey A. Weldon
(661) 645-1032
Jeffrey.Weldon@LADWP.com
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Readers Ride

Basic B: Auto Math
By Dave Braun
Minnesota MG Group

S

ince I tend to quickly calculate
things with little care about how
I got there, I reinvent the wheel
with many of my calculations. I forget
that a cookbook method of doing calculations is often easier. Recently I was
presenting a piston speed argument to
a group on-line, basically stating that
while piston speed varies directly as
the stroke, the more important value is
the ratio of the connecting rod to the
stroke, because that determines the
safe piston speed.
A friend saw my comments and
loaned me a really neat book from the
1980s by John Lawlor titled Auto Math
Handbook. The book was fun because,
well, it reminded me of all the things
that you can do with Auto Math. Math
plays a part in engines, obviously, but
it also comes into play with suspension
design, speedometer accuracy, towing
a trailer, even blood alcohol concentrations! Some of the math is pretty deep,
but let’s start with some basic applications.

Horsepower

Article and photo by Skip & Sarah Karr
S.I.R. Brit

W

ith approaching retirement
in 2005, I started the quest
for a sportscar project. I was
successful with eBay and lucky that
the previous owner of my 1979 MGB
was honest in describing the condition
and work in progress on this car.
Four years later, and a lot of hard
work as well, I now have the Best MG
by a Dam Site! The photo location is at
the Old Locks and Dam on the Ohio
River at Newburgh, Indiana.
“The Best British Car Show by a
Dam Site” is also the slogan and location used by S.I.R. Brit (Southern
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Regional British Car Club) for their
annual British Car Day held the third
Saturday of every September. Our Inca
Yellow B was awarded 1st in class at
this year’s car show!
As a member of S.I.R. Brit, my wife
Sarah (the club treasurer) and I have
made many friends and filled retirement days with new fun and activities.
The B keeps me in the garage doing
repairs and upgrades and out of Sarah’s
space. She has commented that “The
B has saved our marriage after retirement!”
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I love this one because horsepower
is deeply ingrained into my thought
process, much like knowing at a glance
how long a foot is; or how many post
holes one can fill from a sack of quickset. Because my engineering degree
had heavy emphasis on engines,
horsepower is natural to me, but it
doesn’t mean I could roll off the tip
of my tongue the derivation of it. You
need to know that Pi (π) is a geometric
constant and is approximately 3.14.
As John Lawlor presents (and I’ll
paraphrase here), the concept dates
to the 17th Century and James Watt’s
first practical steam engine. Watt was
so influential in power applications
that his name lends itself to the SI
(metric) measure of power, the Watt.
His first steam engine was to move waMGB Driver • January / February 2012

ter out of mines, which previously had
been done with draft horses turning
pumps. So it was logical to relate the
work his steam engine could do to the
work a horse could do. The horse plodded around a circular path, pulling at
right angle on a 12 foot lever projecting from a capstan at the center of the
circle. The capstan, in turn, was geared
to operate the pump.
Watt estimated that the horse
pulled with a force of 180 pounds. The
circle it followed had a circumference
of 2 times π times a radius of 12 feet or
75.4 feet. The horse could make 144
trips around the circle an hour; and
144 divided by 60 results in 2.4 trips
per minute, for a speed of 2.4 times
75.4 feet or about 181 feet per minute.
To convert the demonstration
of the horse’s ability into measurable
leverage, or what is known as torque,
Watt multiplied 180 pounds times
181 feet per minute obtaining 32,580
pounds-feet per minute. He rounded
that figure to 33,000 pounds-feet per
minute or 33,000 divided by 60 which
is 550 pounds-feet per second, which
became the norm for one (1.0) horsepower. Many of his contemporaries
doubted his comparison, not so much
because of the math, but because they
believed he was being too generous
to the ability of the horse! His engine
would do this work all day, while a
horse under this kind of effort would
last an hour or two at the most.
Watt’s draft horse generated force
around a circumference of a circle,
due to the lever on the capstan. An
27

engine does the opposite; it delivers
force at the output end of the crankshaft. Imagine it turns a one-foot lever
attached at right angles to the crankshaft. As the crank rotates, the free end
of the lever will follow a circle with a
one-foot radius. In order to convert
the rotational force into horsepower,
you need to know the distance the free
end of the lever moves in one revolution. The answer of course is 2 times
π times a radius of 1 feet or 6.28 feet.
Therefore, the total distance the free
end of the lever will go in one minute
is 6.28 feet times the Revolutions per
Minute or RPM of the engine. Multiplying the total torque (pounds-feet
or foot-pounds) output of the engine
by distance traveled by the free end of
the lever in one minute, and divided
by Watt’s pounds-feet per minute per
horsepower number will yield horsepower:

output of the engine by its lonesome,
without accessories or the driveline.

Air Capacity
and Volumetric Efficiency

Another of my favorite calculations that is easy to demonstrate is the
amount of air through a carburetor an
engine needs to run properly. We often
measure capacity of engines by the cubic inch, but cubic inches are unwieldy
for airflow, so we convert airflow to
cubic feet and call it cubic feet per
minute, or CFM. In a four-cycle engine
(each crankshaft revolution has four
cycles, intake, compression, power, exhaust) the crankshaft has to go around

Horsepower =
(6.28 x RPM x Torque) / 33,000
Engines are tested with dynamometers. Older units used a Prony
Brake against the flywheel end of the
crankshaft to measure torque in order
to calculate horsepower. We still call
the measurement of the output figures
at the flywheel brake horsepower or
BHP.
If we measure the torque at the
rear wheels on a small four-cylinder
engine car turning 5,000 RPM at 68
foot-pounds, we can calculate the
Horsepower as (6.28 x 5000 x 68) /
33,000 or 65 hp, which is the stock Net
output of an MGB’s B-Series engine.
Net just means that it is the output at
the rear wheels, as opposed to the BHP
28
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twice for each power cycle. So we can
take the RPM times the displacement
and divide by two, and divide by our
conversion factor of 1,728 cubic inches
per cubic foot and get: CFM = (RPM x
Displacement) / (2 x 1728) or

CFM = (RPM x Displacement) / 3456
In a small four-cylinder engine
of 110 cubic inches (1800cc), with a
safe engine speed of 7,000 rpm (which
is as fast as anyone might temporarily push a standard B-Series engine,
since it runs out of power at about
5,000 rpm for other reasons), we get a
maximum CFM = (7,000 x 110) / 3456
= 223 cubic feet per minute. The actual
CFM in practice for a stock B-Series
engine is about 85% of the possible
CFM because of valve overlap, header
inefficiency, and other factors, so the
amount of air that our carburetor must
deliver is 0.85 x CFM or 0.85 x 223 or
190 CFM.
It happens that a single 2-inch SU
carburetor will flow about the same
as two 1-1/2 inch SU carburetors, all
other things being equal. But, with the
twin set-up, the distribution of air and
fuel to the four cylinders will be improved, and hence the fuel economy
and power. You might want to know
that one HS4 (1-1/2 inch diameter
throttle opening) will flow 142 CFM,
two will flow 284 CFM, which gives us
a range of flow rate compatible with
our 190 CFM requirement.
One huge advantage of the SU is
its response to tuning at low airflows
due to the constant pressure across
the bridge where the fuel is picked
up. Other carburetors with variable
pressures should be sized just short
of the max flow rate. The SU can be
slightly oversized and do its job as long
as the airflow raises the piston enough
to use needle stations 3-10 or so out
of the total 13 or 16 needle stations
(depending on fixed or spring loaded
series needles). One popular thought
is “if two HS4s are good, two HS6s will
be even better.” One HS6 (1-3/4 inch)
will flow 210 CFM or 420 CFM for the
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pair, which is too far in excess of our
requirements. We won’t be able to use
all that air until we are running about
2700 cc (turn a B Series engine into a
six cylinder) at 8,000 RPM.
It also happens if we go to carburetors capable of excessive airflows,
you won’t swirl the fuel air mixture
enough to provide good atomization
and burning of the fuel. Furthermore,
the air coming in will move too slowly
and the fuel could actually condense
out on the walls of the intake manifold
as droplets, further causing our engine
to run poorly. Finally, tuning will be
difficult because of the fewer needle
stations that come into play over the
range of airflows. I hope I’ve convinced you that in the case of carburetors, Bigger isn’t always Better!

Miles per Hour

A final little bit of calculation, and
then I’ll let you go. We all talk about
the inaccuracy of our speedometers.
Over the years tire sizes have changed
and speedometers have worn. The
speedometer cable can cause jumping making it even harder to read
your speed. You can take your speedometer to APT or another reputable
shop for calibration, but what should
they calibrate it to? To answer that
question, you can simply provide the
shop with the Turns per Mile number
for your car. If you mark off 52.8 feet
(1/100th of a mile) and disconnect the
speedometer cable, and with the car in
neutral, count the number of turns of
the cable ‘N’ over that distance.

TPM = (N in 52.8 feet) x 100
A flag of masking tape on the end
of the cable will do the job of helping
you see the rotations. Be as accurate
as possible on both the flag turns and
the distance traveled. If you count 12.8
turns in 1/100th of a mile, you have
1280 turns per mile. If you have a later
car you might count 10 turns, or 1000
TPM. Armed with this information,
the shop can tweak your speedometer
accuracy, but you still may have an
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odometer that is off. This is because
the odometer turns with gears, where
the speedometer uses a drag cup to
pull the needle to the speed shown.
The drag cup can be adjusted independently of the gear set driving the
odometer.
Another method is one that some
of you might find easier. First, it allows
a rolling start without comparing the
frame of the car to the ground, so it
is easier to yield an accurate result.
Secondly, you probably won’t have to
push the car as far! And finally, it requires more fun math, and optionally
allows for a good tire radius calculation without measuring the radius
directly.
You need a nice chalk mark on
one of the rear tires; your speedometer
cable disconnected from the speedometer and a flag on the speedometer
cable as before; and either the rolling
radius of your tire, or optionally, the
distance the tire traveled in the six
rotations (and so a measuring device
long enough to measure the distance
traveled.) The formula involves a
‘Magic Number’ i.e. 1680, a new ‘N’,
the number of turns of the speedometer cable while the rear tire turns six
revolutions and ‘R’ the rolling radius
of your rear tire in inches. You can get
the rolling radius by measuring down

from the center of your tire to the
ground. Notice that this is different
from the diameter listed by the manufacturer because of squish, inflation
and other factors.

TPM = 1680 x N / R
Again, it would be important to
measure the radius of the tire on a
fully loaded car with proper air pressures, from the center down to the
ground, to account for the squish. Or
we can note the distance traveled by
the car in six tire revolutions and calculate R. To do this we need to mark on
the ground where the mark on the tire
passes the first time during our rolling
start, and as we count our tire revolutions and our turns of the speedometer
cable (including fractions of a turn),
we need to note on the ground where
the sixth revolution of the tire ends.
If we measure that distance for six tire
revolutions, we can determine the rolling radius in inches by: Rolling Radius
= (Distance Traveled in feet x 12) / (6 x
2 x π) which is:

R = Distance Traveled in Feet / π
Now you can guess why we used
six turns of the tire! Substituting in for
R we get:

TPM = 1680 x N x π
/ Distance Traveled in Feet
Which eliminates the need to
know R all together. In our case, the
distance traveled in six revolutions of
the tire would be 38’0-1/8” or 38.01
feet, while the speedometer cable
turned 9-1/4 times. Our TPM = 1680
x 9.25 x π / 38.01 = 1284 TPM which
is very close to our 1280 TPM yielded
previously. The downside to either
method is that it is difficult to measure
a turn of the speedometer cable in less
than tenth increments.
What if you don’t want to correct
your speedometer, you just want to
create a chart for your car? You can
if we note that MPH (miles per hour)
is the RPM times 60 (the number of
minutes in an hour) times π times 2
times the tire rolling radius ‘R’ divided
by the gear ratio (the final drive at the
differential and the gear box drive in
the particular gear multiplied together), divided by 63360 (the number of
inches in a mile).
MPH = (RPM x 60 x π x 2 x Rolling
Radius) / (Gear Ratio x 63360) This
reduces to:

MPH = (RPM x R) / (Gear Ratio x 168)
Originally, in the Drivers’ Handbook, the speed for an MGB ‘per 1000
revolutions in top gear’ was given as 18
mph, and as 22 mph with overdrive.
30
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The original rolling radius of the tires
was about 11.8 inches on the 15514 radials offered. Now days, many
run 185R70-14, a wider tire with an
approximate rolling radius of 12.1
inches. The MPH per 1000 revolutions
is: (1000 x 12.1) / (3.91 x 168) 18.4 or
2% greater. You can expect a 2% error
just from your tires alone. The speedometer will read low, and you will be
traveling faster.
If you want the calculation in say,
3rd gear at 3,000 rpm with your new
tires, we know that 3rd gear at 1.382:1
is lower than top, which is 1:1. The
MPH would be: (3,000 x 12.1) / (3.91 x
1.382 x 168) or about 40 MPH… which
is why driving 40 in third always
seems so noisy even though your engine is perfectly happy at 3,000 RPM.
Absent the wind noise of speed in top
gear, it seems to be thrashing instead
of purring
At our new 18.4 MPH per 1000
RPM it is easy to calculate that in top
gear and 40 MPH our engine speed
is 40 / 18.4 = 2.173 or 2,200 RPM, a
bit low for our engines (you can also
make this same calculation from the
formula above, but if someone already
gave you the speed per 1,000 RPM in
top gear, why not use it?) For comparison, overdrive at 0.82:1 in third and
2,500 RPM yields (2,500 x 12.1 / (3.91
x 1.382 x .82 x 168) or about 40 MPH
at a much more flexible engine speed.
One of the many reasons to lust after
overdrive, and set it up to work in the
top two gears!
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MG 2012 Web Site • Now On-Line!
Registration information at www.mg2012.com
By Tom George, Co-chairman, MG 2012

WWW.MG2012.COM
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S

ince you are reading this in the
January/February 2012 issue of
the MGB Driver, first let me wish
all of you a Happy New Year! Second,
I wanted to alert you to some updates
for MG 2012 in Dillard, GA. The most
important update is that the web site,
www.mg2012.com, is up and running. There you will find registration
information as well as detailed event
descriptions so that you can plan you
time with us in the North Georgia
Mountains.
Many events planned for the convention are no charge, such as driving
tours, tech sessions and the like. A few
others are minimal cost events where
you are only paying for consumables
or transportation services, like the
Ladies Craft Tea on Thursday or the
Highlands Shopping Excursion on
Friday, are inexpensive activities that
we think you will enjoy.
To insure availability we suggest you pre-order your regalia items
via the registration form as not all
merchandise listed will be available
for purchase at the show. You can
also register for the two dinners at the
Dillard House Inn on Thursday and
Friday evening. Seating will be limited
as the ballroom can only accommodate about 400 diners, so make sure
you register early as once capacity is
reached we will not be able to take
more reservations.
Speaking of the Dillard House
Inn dinners, please let me elaborate
for a moment if you will. The Friday
night Barbecue dinner is not to be
confused with the “northern” version
of a barbecue. You will not find hot
dogs or hamburgers. Instead, you will
find Southern ‘Que featuring items
(subject to availability) such as slow
cooked ribs where the meat falls off
the bone; glazed chicken with a sauce
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so tasty your tongue will rip off your
lips trying to get at it; pulled pork with
multiple sauces to try from slightly
sweet to rip-snorting hot sauce;
home-made corn bread just like Mama
makes; home-cooked & locally grown
fresh vegetables of all kinds; and the
signature Dillard House dessert bar
with home-baked pies and cakes. It is,
by the way, all you can eat! (Or dare
to).
Then on Saturday night we do it
all over again only this time you get
a beef and/or pork carving station,
another selection of meats including famously delicious fried chicken,
smoked ham, more fresh veggies and
home-made desserts. Oh, did I say it is
all you can eat! Why, you know it is. So
don’t let this gastronomic delight pass
you by, make sure you include dinner
reservations in you event registration.
(I must pause as I type this for my
mouth is watering profusely!)
Other non-eating events for the
convention will also include a guided
tours, self-guided tours available every
day, tech sessions Wednesday afternoon through Friday afternoon, and
valve cover racing! Two guided tours
will be hosted, on Thursday to Deal’s
Gap & the Tail of the Dragon and on
Friday a Georgia Wine Highway tour.
Both of these will be nearly all-day
tours, so plan accordingly.
I think you will find plenty of
things to keep you entertained during
your visit. Be aware that the Rabun
County Georgia area also has lot of
other things to do such as white-water
rafting, zip-line activities, hiking and
biking and other outdoor adventures.
Check the link on the web site for the
Rabun County Visitors Bureau for
more details.
We are making every effort to host
a top-notch event and we are looking
forward to your visit. We hope to see
y’all soon, so until then….
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Early Spridgets and

Article and photo by Bruce Hamper
MG Club of St Louis

T

he 1962-64 Mk I MG Midget
used quarter elliptical springs for
suspension of the rear axle. This
suspension was a carryover from the
Mk I Austin Healey Sprite and continued until the introduction of the more
conventional half elliptical springs
in 1964 on the Mk II Midget and Mk
III Sprite. As the name suggests, these
springs are one quarter of an ellipse
and are only attached to the car body
at a single point in front of the rear
axle. Restoration of any early pre-64
Spridget should include a careful
evaluation of the quarter elliptical
springs and their attachment point on
the spring plate behind the seats.
The spring plates and rear section
of the unibody floor pan are common
areas for rust, which can compromise
the attachment of the rear suspension.
Furthermore, original springs are also
prone to rusting into one immovable
mass that will further stress the at-
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tachment to the underbody. Although
the springs can be disassembled,
the extended corrosion and possible
broken leaves often make replacement
a necessity.
Current available replacements
for the springs are limited to the “Rally
Spec” leaf springs, which are considerably stiffer and beefier than the originals. The original springs consisted of
a spring pack with fifteen individual
leaves, each with a thickness of about
1/8”. Rally springs have only ten
leaves, but each leaf is a thicker 3/16”.
When stacked together into a spring
pack, both springs have a same overall
thickness of 2” at the end for attachment to the car body spring plate. This
includes the thickness of each spring
and any interleaf material that might
be present. The stiffness of the spring
pack is directly related to the thickness
of the individual leaves. Even though
the original consists of more leaves,
the overall effect is a spring pack with
greater mobility compared to the 10leaf rally spec pack since thinner leaves
MGB Driver • January / February 2012

Quarter Eliptical Springs

will flex more under stress.
Aside from the flexibility, comparison of the two springs shows that
the new rally spring has a more pronounced arch, which will effectively
raise the height of the rear of the car.
The combination of the stiff
springs and increased arch create a
true high rider! I recently attached a
set of rally springs to my 1959 Bugeye
Sprite and the raised profile was very
noticeable with the wheels appearing to jump out of the arch. It’s true
that the rear of the car was lighter at
the time of this test since the interior,
gas tank and exhaust were removed.
However, under our tests, the added
weight was not going to lower the ride
of the car. In a quick test of flexibility, I
had two adults stand on the rear inner
deck of the car and jump. There was no
perceivable movement in the rear axle
and car height!
It’s unclear to me how anyone
would be able to use the heavy duty
rally springs, even for a dedicated race
car. The rear body is raised so high
MGB Driver • January / February 2012

that the rear differential can no longer
make contact to the driveshaft. The
bottom of the driveshaft tunnel is
above the differential flange. To make
use of the rally springs, you would
need to significantly modify the wheel
well and remove the bottom of the
drive shaft tunnel.
Fortunately, the rally springs can
be easily modified to provide a lower
ride height. Removal of the center bolt
from the spring pan attachment-end
and the u-bolt clamps allows disassembly of the ten leaves. The bottom
of the spring pack has a main leaf with
an eye and bushing that attaches to
the axle housing. Above the bottom
leaf are nine spring leaves that provide the support. If you remove one of
the supporting leaves, you will make
the spring pack softer and move the
eyelet up thus lowering the car. Longer
springs provide more support than
short springs, so the longer the leaf
you remove the more effect you will
have on reducing spring rigidity. The
removed springs can be refitted under
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The drive shaft flange is lower than where the
drive shaft would come through the body.

Midget spring pieces.
Clamping springs together.

the main eyelet spring to retain the total thickness of the spring pack. This is
important for mounting to the spring
pan if you intend to use the original
equipment hardware.
Which springs to remove and
place at the bottom of the stack is
somewhat a matter of preference.
Just how low do you want the car to
be? What would the original springs
look like? I’m still experimenting
with some different arrangements
to see what I like best. Moving the
second and forth spring to the bottom of the spring pack seems to work
well in terms of final car height. The
new arrangement from bottom to top
consists of springs #4 and #2 below the
main spring and the remainder above.
This maintains the height of the stack
at the spring plate attachment-point
and allows use of the original u-bolts.
If you remove springs #2 and #4
completely, the u-bolts will be too
long for the remaining springs. These
u-bolts are attached to springs #5 and
#7 and you don’t want to remove them
since they provide sideways support
for the pack. The rearranged springs
were placed into a vice and clamped

Car position is way too high with the rally springs.
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together making sure that the bolts
for the attachment to the spring plate
were correctly aligned. I found this
easiest to do with the long attachment
bolts in place in the spring during the
clamping. The bolts should turn freely
and if not a few blows with a light
hammer to the spring pack can put
them in place.
Once the springs are assembled
they can be inserted into the opening
for the spring pack in the rear wheel
arch. This can be a fiddly job, since the
captive nuts for the long bolt are nearly
impossible to reach by hand. Bench
test the spring pack first to make sure
the long bolts move easily through the
ten leaves of the spring pack. With the
springs installed it’s a fairly easy job
to attach the rear axle, complete the
brakes, put the wheels back on and
lower the car back on the pavement.
With the #2 and #4 leaves removed,
the rear wheel seems to fit perfectly
within the wheel well. I’ve just
finished the installation and will be
monitoring the ride as the car settles
in the next driving season. Now I’ll
be enjoying the open road with much
greater confidence as I go over bumps.
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MGB Body Restoration • Part 1

The dirt had accumulated over time in the right hand wing as seen with the splash panel removed.
Article and photos submitted by Dave Braun
Minnesota MG Group

I’m a big believer in keeping things
clean and dry to avoid corrosion; in
engines; on batteries; on car bodies;
just about everywhere. Somehow I had
let this dirt slip by.

W

We ordered up some lower quarter
panels for both wings and set about
cutting out the troubled area. The first
thing my buddy Mike and I discovered
was that the left side was not nearly as
terminal as the right and that METAL2-METAL, a ready-to-use aluminumfilled repair and patching compound,
could be used. It spreads like paste,
hardens into metal, and along with
thoroughly removing all the dirt
behind the quarter, it would solve the
left side rust.
But why was the left side less
impacted by rust than the right? Water
flows, by design, to the right side of the
roadway. This means all the dirt and
moisture has a much greater chance of
accumulating in the wing on the right
hand side of the car. I’m sure that in
Great Britain, the opposite is true.
Early in the project we decided not
to remove the wings from the car during the restoration. Because, first of all,
the rust issues in the wings were rela-

(Here is a three-part story from Dave
Braun on the restoration of a MGB. For
more details and photos, check out Dave’s
excellent website – www. dbraun99.com
– Ed)
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hen we started taking Diane’s
MGB “Maggie” apart for
the Wire Wheel Conversion that Turned into a Restoration
we found surface rust bubbling up on
the forward front wing quarter panels
(quarters) that went clear through, at
least on the passenger side.
It was a real “I told you so” moment for Diane, but she never uttered
the words. I had been optimistically
dreaming that a simple rust conversion and surface fill would solve the
problem, but the rust had progressed
too far on the right hand side.
On the MGB there is very little
room between the structure behind
the front quarters and the wing, so any
dirty water that gets kicked up past the
splash panels will evaporate, but leave
behind moisture trapping dirt. Eventually, so much dirt gets caked in that
the moisture hangs about too long and
starts the corrosion process. If you are
a familiar reader of mine, you know
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As we ground through the paint on the right hand quarter there was more rust there than we could
neutralize and patch. Metal replacement became the plan. The black sharpie line is where we
initially planned to cut.

tively minor, and secondly, we have
never experienced any finish cracking
in the upper piping area. By keeping
the wings in place, the door gaps and
bonnet lines would be much easier
to maintain. I wouldn’t fault anyone
for doing it differently, but it was our
judgment call, and we could have gone
either way.
We decided to attack the right-side
quarter by removing a section of the
offending area, leaving the complex
lip (which was rust free) and only cutting as much as needed to remove the
rusted area in case we were able to finish the repair with a simple homemade
panel. Dr. Mike started the surgery,
with me observing, by using an air
powered cut off wheel. There are several ways to remove and create a panel.
The best is to first prepare a matching panel that can overlay the area
you must remove and cut both pieces
simultaneously, creating a perfectly
matching fit. However, in this case we
felt we had a simple repair to make so
Mike cut out the offending section and
gave me the removed section to create
the replacement panel after the fact.
Removing the cut out section of
panel showed the minor rust through
40

in the structure beneath. It also allowed us to peek behind the removed
section and see that the rest of the
quarter and the structure was sound.
Based on the amount of damage, we
decided to return the two purchased
quarters rather than make use of
them in the repair. This still meant
we needed to fabricate our own panel,
a job made simpler by leaving the
complex forward lip in place on the
wing. The replacement panels come
about 12-inches deep spanning the
full area between the doorframe and
the lip of the wheel well. In our case,
had the rust extended into the lip or
across the quarter, the most we would
have needed was about six inches of
height. Saving as much of the original
metal as possible usually results in a
better repair.
Mike filled the minor ‘rust
throughs’ in the structure just under
the quarter with the same material
he used to save the left quarter, while
I set to task cutting and shaping the
replacement panel. In cases where the
panels aren’t cut simultaneously as
described above, Mike likes to shape
replacement panels by practiced eye,
holding the panel to the opening
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Pulling out the poorer section of the quarter.
The lip we left is just visible hanging at the right of the picture.

and fitting it in steps. Because of my
background designing aviation panels,
and the fact that Mike was busy at the
repair site filling the sub-structure, I
elected to shape the panel by measurement and comparison to the removed
panel and offering up a completed
panel to the opening. Mike checked
my efforts, and felt that he could make
the panel I fabricated work.
The first step after offering up the
panel was to clamp it in place and fill
the gaps with weld material. Normally
you want a 1/16 inch gap to work with,
however in a few spots my panel exceeded that by a bit. Mike tack welded
the panel in place to minimize distortion. Welding is a process that heats
the surrounding metal to its melting point and at the same time adds
molten metal from the rod or wire,
creating a continuous flow between
the original, the patch, and the filler
material. It is important to have all
impurities like paint and rust removed
from the area to keep the weld clean
and free of debris. An inert gas flows
to the area during the process improving the weld quality. A good practice
is to quench each tack weld with a
wet cloth to reduce distortion. The
less distortion, and the closer you can
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place the panel at the proper level in
the opening, the more professional the
appearance and the less fill that will
have to be done to level the repair for
the finish coat. My slightly larger gaps
required more grinding with a right
angle grinder to smooth the welds
down to surface level, another good
reason to be very careful to maintain
small gaps as you fabricate your panel.
After completing and grinding the
welds all around the patch panel and
making a minor brazing repair to the
welded-in nut that secures the lower
edge of the splash panel, we applied
more METAL-2-METAL to the area
of the welds to assure that we won’t
have any moisture coming through
the repaired area. Body filler is not waterproof and if moisture is allowed to
penetrate it from behind, it could lift it
off the quarter, spoiling the job.
After smoothing the METAL-2METAL, we applied a couple of thin
layers of body filler, first finishing the
surface with 80-grit sanding paper
backed by long boards to achieve a
smooth contour to the rest of the original quarter. The smoothing is done at
45-degree angles to the up and across
directions in order to take off the majority of the excess material without
41

the high density,
high build primer,
the easier the next
steps of body finishing are.
After a coat of
high-build primer
and block sanding
to a smooth surface,
primer surfacer /
sealer is applied and
finished with 400grit sandpaper. In
a repair, you want
your surfacer sealer
The patch I fabricated on the bench at left, and the panel Mike cut from to overlap your filler
the right hand quarter of the wing on the right.
and original body
paint. From there it
destroying the shape. Additional sanding is done carefully along the contour is the final body single part or twopart (base and clear) body finish of
of the panel to finish the surface. In
your choice.
the meantime, we progressed to sandTo complete the repair, the backing the entire car with 180-grit sandside of the right hand panel (the side
paper (in preparation to priming the
we welded in our fabricated patch) will
car). We continued to smooth in layers
of body filler until we were happy with benefit greatly from rust-proofing.
Welds can be a flash point for rust, and
the final results. We used the body finit is good to neutralize the potential.
ish of the car to indicate the other low
On the left side, a couple of squirts of
spots that needed filling and worked
light oil will seep between the quarter
on those areas at the same time. The
and the structural support, providing
smoother the body is prior to applying

Mike is applying the METAL-2-METAL to the welded area to prevent moisture penetration from the
backside. The compound alleviates the concern that small flaws in the weld may provide moisture
paths that could lift body filler off the panel

years of rust resistance, even if moisture and dirt accumulate. And remember, on the MGB the inner splash
panels are easily removable. Cleaning
out the old dirt and applying some
moisture fighting oils or rust proofing

BEFORE the rust comes through may
be the best repair of all.
Bodywork doesn’t have to be impossible, and is within the reach of the
home mechanic. It is a neat break from
the mechanical tasks I’m more apt to

A body hammer is used to conform the original lip to the patch after it is tack welded in place.
Notice the spacing between the tack welds to reduce distortion and the clean metal around the
welding site.

Continued filling, sanding and shaping with body filler of the repaired area in a couple of thin layers.
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Electronic Overdrive Controller
Article and photos submitted by Lee Fox
MG Club of St Louis

I

f you’re lucky enough to have an
MG or Triumph with a Laycock de
Normanville overdrive transmission, whether the A, J, LH or D-type,
you’ve enjoyed the lower RPMs at
highway speeds and increased fuel
economy. These overdrives usually
operate only in third and fourth gear.
Overdrive is wonderful. You flip a
switch to engage or disengage overdrive, but if you’re cruising down the

The repair is complete and ready for high fill primer.

highway in OD fourth and need to
downshift for a hill or to overtake another car and forget to turn the switch
off before shifting – boom – you go
from OD fourth to OD third and have
no power! This could get dicey passing
someone in a tight spot on a two-lane
road. Volvo had a better idea.
I made an electronic overdrive
controller for my 1973 TR6 with
J-type overdrive. This was a fun and
easy project and should cost less than
$20.00 if you enjoy visiting your local pick-n-pull junk yard and are not

Overdrive, manual gearbox

Block sanding the high build primer, not just on the repair area, but in this case, over the entire
body tub and wings

indulge, although midway through
the sanding part of the project I took a
day off and stripped the MGB engine
down to the block. Like most things
that are worth doing, it takes skill and
practice. Reading a book or a magazine
article will point you in the right direc44

tion, but you will get better results and
learn faster with fewer mistakes if you
consult a good mentor like I did with
Mike. Next month, I’ll continue this
discussion with progress on priming,
block sanding, and painting.
Wiring diagram from a 1984 Volvo 240.
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Blue relay, part 1259750, and Volvos from
1985-1993 used a Red one, part 1347768.
New pushbutton switch for the overdrive.

Latching relay diagram

1. Making the new warning light.

2. Making the new warning light.

3. Making the new warning light.
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afraid of electricity.
The controller allows you to
engage/disengage the overdrive with
the push of a button. It also drops out
automatically when you shift gears so
you don’t get surprised with that quick
downshift from fourth to third and,
oops, overdrive third! As an added
bonus, I now have a light on the dash
to tell me when OD is engaged.
The key to making this controller
is a relay from a junk yard Volvo with
manual transmission and overdrive.
Volvos from 1978-1984 used a Blue
relay, part # 1259750, and Volvos
from 1985-1993 used a Red one, part
#1347768. They both work fine, but
have different pin outs. If you find a
red one, get the relay socket. The blue
one uses as standard five pin Bosch
socket. The relays are located behind
the center dashboard vents. Just yank
and the vent will come out.
No butchering of your existing
wiring harness is required and the
whole thing can be reversed easily.
You will, however, have to add one
wire, and, of course, wire in a switch
and light. You can use your existing
overdrive switch as a master switch or
bypass it completely.
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The relay wired into the harnes.

You must make two simple
Let’s get started: First, find a relay.
changes to the wiring on the transThe relay must be from a manual
mission that does not require you to
transmission Volvo with overdrive,
remove the gearbox cover (or in the
which are becoming hard to find near
case of a MGB, reach the OD lockout
me. They are plentiful in the New
switch under the car). First, while unEngland and the Pacific Northwest. I
der the car, move the Y/G wire on the
put the word out on a Volvo internet
solenoid that comes from the lockout
forum and got one for free and paid
switch to the same terminal as the
$10 for another. Next, you’ll need a
ground wire. A piggyback connector is
“momentary push button” switch. I
helpful. Next,
mounted mine
fish a new wire
in the center of
through the
the dash congrommet on
sole between
the gearbox
the fan and
cover and atheat control
tach it to the
knobs.
terminal of the
OK, let’s
solenoid you
wire it up.
just vacated.
The wiring
This change
diagram from
allows you to
a 1984 Volvo
power the so240 shows
lenoid directly
how things are
from the relay
hooked up. #15
gets +12v from Wiring at the overdrive unit, it won’t be this easy on a MGB. and grounds
the switch
the Y/G wire
when in 3rd and 4th gear. The lockout
from the OD switch or G from the harness to the gearbox cover and connects switch on top of the gearbox opens as
it passes through neutral, so drops out
to one side of the push button switch.
the overdrive on shifts up or down.
#86 goes to the other side of the push
If you can’t find a Volvo overdrive
button switch. #31 goes to ground/
relay, don’t despair. You can use a
earth; #85 goes to the transmission
handy Bosch or cube relay instead.
lockout switch (after modification);
The Bosch relay will be wired as a
and #87 goes to the OD solenoid AND
“latching” relay and will work as
the indicator light
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MGB Toggle Switch Refurbishment
1

2

A Dremel tool will easily clean all the contacts.
The sliding contact was completely corroded.
Article and photos submitted by Bob Bentzinger
MG Club of St Louis

R

The finished warning light lit up on the dash in place of the hazard warning light.

above, except that a second push of the
momentary contact switch will NOT
disengage the overdrive. To disengage
the OD, you must either shift through
neutral or flip the original OD switch
on/off. Not a big deal, but not as elegant as the Volvo method.
To wire a Bosch relay as an OD
latching relay wire the relay as follows:
#30 goes to +12v from the original
OD switch AND one side of the push
button; #85 AND #87 are connected
together and go to the other side of the
push button and to both the solenoid
and the light. #86 goes to the modified
gearbox lockout switch (ground in 3rd
and 4th only) and #87a (if available) is
unused.
Having a light to tell you when
you are in overdrive is helpful. I
originally thought of using a lighted
momentary pushbutton switch, but
could not find one, so I thought why
not adapt an existing dash light. Two
options came to mind for the TR6.
Convert the “Fasten Belts” light or the
“Hazard” light. Late model MGs used
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the same rectangular lights for such
things as Seat Belt and EGR. I tried
both and settled on the Hazard light,
as it is right in front of me and I never
liked the brightness of that indicator at
night. You will need to use a new light
socket or convert one of you existing
ones.
Converting the light is pretty easy.
The “names” are just printed plastic
pieces that are changed to indicate the
specific function or message. You can
make your own. The light consists of
several parts.
I printed an “overdrive” label
using Avery 5660 clear address labels
on a laser printer. The typeface I chose
was 12 pt. Arial Narrow in white type
in a black text box. Not perfect, but
close enough. Because the label has a
matte finish and to protect it I put a
piece of clear packing tape over the top
and affixed the whole thing to the colored filter. The laser black wasn’t quite
black enough, so I put electrical tape
on the back side of the colored filter to
further block the light.
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ecently, I wanted to add a relay in
the rear window defrost circuit in
my 1974 MGB/GT. This is a good
idea because the defrost switch carries
a rather large current leading to switch
contact failure. I decided to tackle
this as part of the project to refurbish
the rear defroster on the GT and I had
noticed that switch was only working
very intermittently.
I have done this to a few of these
3

Pull the switch out as you carefully push the
tabs in on the sides.
5

Just five simple parts.
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plastic body toggle switches on my
1974 MGB roadster. The defrost switch
is similar in construction to the light
switch with but with fewer contacts.
These switches can be disassembled
and if not too badly worn, can be
cleaned and put back in service. The
various toggle switches have different functions and different internal
mechanisms, but share similar construction.
I removed the console to gain
access to the switch. At either side of
the switch, gently pry the lamp holder
4

Using a flat blade screwdriver, gently pry the
switch out with a twisting motion
6

Once the switch is disassembled, you can see
how dirty the internal contacts were.
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6

9

Safety Alert: MGB Rear Brake Lines

Gently pry the lamp holder away from the
switch body to remove the lamp holder.

The sliding contact now clean.
7

10

11

The internal contacts now clean
8

Once you pull the lamp
holder away, you can
see the plastic tabs on the
switch bezel.

Bulb grease should
keep it clean and
working for years
to come.

12

Test the switch before reinstalling.

away from the switch body to remove
the lamp holder. On the back of the
switch, mark one end of the black
switch body and the adjacent silver
switch housing to aid in the reassembly process. Insert a flat blade screwdriver at one end and gently twist
while lifting the black switch body to
disassemble the switch. The internal
switch mechanism consists of a sliding
contact, a spring, and a spring perch.
Examine the sliding contact and
the switch body contacts for wear,
corrosion, or burning. The sliding
contact and switch body contacts can
be cleaned with a mild abrasive such as
a Scotchbrite pad, 400 grit sandpaper,
or emery cloth. I prefer a Dremel tool
with a small wire wheel to make short
work of the cleanup.
Once the sliding contact and
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As you can see the brake line over the rear axel is crushed.
Article and photos submitted by Bob Sherman
Willamette MG Club
and Canadian Classic MG Club

I

Even though these switches have different
external connectors, their internals are similar.

switch body contacts are cleaned,
apply some bulb grease to lubricate
the contacts and protect them against
corrosion due to moisture. I prefer
conductive paste used in the model
railroading hobby.
Reassemble the switch and test it
with a meter that can measure electrical resistance. Set the meter to the
lowest resistance setting and connect
the test leads together. This reading
is the parasitic resistance of the meter
and test leads. Connect the meter leads
to the switch contacts with the switch
off. The resistance should be very high
(open circuit).Turn the switch on and
measure the electrical resistance. Subtract the parasitic resistance from the
switch reading. The result should be 1
ohm or less.
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f your MGB has never been towed,
especially on a flat-bed tow truck,
you may disregard this short article,
and carry on to other more pressing
matters. Otherwise, I would encourage
you to read this article, and then crawl
about under your MGB to determine if
repairs are needed.
Last week the brakes on our MGB/
GT felt a bit spongy and, sure enough,
a rear wheel cylinder was leaking. I had
two spares on hand (always replace
both, right?) so spent a Sunday afternoon getting the brakes back into safe
working form.
I’m a real lucky guy because, when
my bride Marie designed the house,
we spent a lot of time planning a “MG
Shop,” complete with a lift. This makes
it easy do work and to closely inspect
lots of items that might otherwise
be overlooked. So, after bleeding the
brakes and prior to cleaning up, I took
a shop light and looked over the brake
lines.
Much to my surprise, the lines
that rest on top of the rear axle housing, on both sides, were crimped. The
lines were still able to pass fluid, but
were of a reduced diameter. A quick
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check of my memory bank recalled a
time about ten years ago, when I had
to have the MGB/GT towed on a flat
bed tow truck. I surmise that, when
the driver secured the MGB to the flatbed with chains, he simply looped the
chains over the rear axle and cinched
them down. Since the brakes were still
functional, I never noticed.
In the garage, I have a spare axle
assembly from another MGB. I examined it and, on one side, the rear brake
line was crimped so badly that it is
doubtful that the rear wheel cylinder
on that side even worked. I’ve included
a photograph of this for reference.
As far as I know, the only source
for pre-bent brake lines is Classic
Tube. They have changed their system
and no longer sell individual brake
lines. They price an MGB kit at about
$400. However, if you send them your
old brake lines, they will copy them
and sell you what is needed. You can
specify stainless steel or OEM material.
Of course, you can still bend your own
with the proper tool. I don’t have the
patience to do that.
I’m quite sure that many of you
will find your rear brake lines crimped,
as mine were. We need our brakes to
be at 100% all the time. I hope this
technical tip is useful to you.
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A Lot to Celebrate!
The Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix

By Bud Osbourne Greater
Pittsburg MG Club

A

s one who’s been driving,
maintaining, racing, restoring,
and just thoroughly enjoying
MGs for way over 40 years now, I can
tell you that MG is a marque worth
celebrating. Recently, it has been confirmed that I’m not the only one who
thinks MG is worth celebrating.
During the period from July 8
thru July 22, 2012, MG is going to be
celebrated as Marque of the Year at a
truly World Class motorsports event:
The Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix
(www.pvgp.org). As I’ve been telling
people, this is a huge honor and is traditionally bestowed on marques which
are still producing new cars and which
have advertising budgets from which
to dredge up large donations to PVGP’s
very worthy charities (Allegheny Valley School and the Autism Society of
Pittsburgh). But, for the 30th Anniversary of PVGP, the Powers That Be (who
are, luckily for us, really just a bunch
of gearheads!) have decided to name
MG as Marque of the Year, in recognition of MG being, truly, the sports car
that started it all, in the US. Remember that ad for the MGB, back in the
70s, which proclaimed: “MG – The
Sportscar America Loved First”? Well,
PVGP’s Board certainly remembered!
Here is our golden opportunity to
show the world (and, by any measure,
Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix is a
World Class event and I’m certainly
not the first one to say it) what MG is
all about. The cars, the world-wide MG
enthusiast community, MG’s long,
rich history of racing and rallying
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competition…..The Culture of MG.
Right now, the Marque of the Year host
club (The Greater Pittsburgh MG Club)
and Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix are
working to put together a bunch of
MG-centered events for MG enthusiasts from all over the US and Canada
(and probably a few other countries,
too) to enjoy.
The Pittsburgh Vintage Grand
Prix has developed into a 10-day party
to celebrate vintage sports car racing,
vintage cars in general, and the era
in which these wonderful machines
were created. Some of these events will
be car shows/displays, rallies, driving
tours (did you know that God created the topography of Southwestern
Pennsylvania so that man would have
to build roads perfectly suited to MGs?
Well, I have it on good authority…..),
self-guided tours, cocktail parties, a
formal gala, etc. Many of the events/
activities are family-friendly (the Pittsburgh area is a very family-friendly region, after all), so please do bring your
wife/girlfriend and children along.
There will be hundreds of MGs
on display on the fairways of Schenley
Park golf course and dozens more on
the track. There will be plenty for the
family to do and enjoy. Please keep
checking the PVGP website Marque of
the Year section for upcoming information on our host hotel, as well as for
continuing developments on PVGP
Race Week news and events.
Please make plans to come to
Pittsburgh next July, whether you can
only come in for one day, two days, or
a whole week. We’d love to have you
with us and we promise to show you a
good time!
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Tech Talk
John,
Do you have a schematic or can you
tell me how to find the wiring in my 1976
B as I would like to convert this car to an
overdrive set up and use the windshield
washer switch to do this. I am aware that
the 76 model was fitted with that switch
there. I would ask you to do it for me but
I live in New York and it would be hard to
get it to you without great expense
Thanks —Bill McCall
Bill,

The overdrive wiring on the
1976 MGB is already there for your
use! The wiper switch incorporates
the overdrive switch function (fore
and aft). This powers a YELLOW
wire which runs down to the rear
of the right inner fender where it is
available for you to connect to the
overdrive. This YELLOW wire is one
of many at the junction between the
main loom, the rear loom, and the
gearbox loom.
The overdrive has a 3-4 lockout
switch located on the top left of the
remote control. Connect the YELLOW wire to the lockout switch and
the other side of the lockout switch
to the overdrive solenoid. Test that
lockout switch twenty times before installing the overdrive as the
lockout switch is the least accessible
electrical component in the MGB.
John,
On a 1973 MGB, where is the vacuum advance connected? Carb or intake
and how? —Jimmie
Jimmie,
The 1973 MGB uses manifold
vacuum for the advance. There
should be a fitting on the manifold
(actually, there should be two) from
which you can run a vacuum line to
the distributor.
I find that the car runs best when
you time it about 15-degrees before
top dead center at 1500 rpm, vacuum
disconnected. Once the vacuum is
connected, it will pull the idle advance to about 45 BTDC. The rule of
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John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver
timing is to have 32-degrees maximum timing (at about 3-4000 rpm),
but that distributor has an 18-degree
advance (36 on the crank), and setting it at 32 max sometimes leaves
you too retarded at idle.
Hi John,
I’m having a strange problem with
the OD of my 1975 V8: I’m driving in 4th
gear, 35mph, 2000 RPM, no OD engaged.
I switch/turn on the OD. The OD engages
smoothly and quickly, about 1600 RPM
now. Waiting some time and turning off
the OD and holding speed on throttle. OD
seems to disengage, because RPM goes
slowly back to 2000 RPM. But taking the
foot aside the throttle, RPM falls quickly
down to about 1500 RPM. It’s like driving and depressing the clutch and idling.
Putting the foot back on the throttle RPM
goes up to 2000 RPM like it should with
disengaged OD.
This behavior stops after 20 miles.
Then the OD is working very well. I
drained the oil (it was black, I drove
about 10 miles with this oil), changed the
solenoid (and plunger), o-rings and fit a
complete new oil pressure relief valve. I
think it’s not an electrically problem, because I every with a test lamp. Any ideas?
Thanks, —Marcus
Marcus,
Let me restate the problem you
are encountering: In direct drive you
have no issues with the overdrive; In
overdrive there are no issues; BUT
just after switching off the overdrive
the engine will fall to near idle with
the foot off the throttle and will not
re-engage until you bring the rpm
back up. If I have interpreted your
problem correctly, then I would sugMGB Driver • January / February 2012

gest that the overdrive is not disengaging totally, but remains partially
engaged after switching off. This is
probably a fault with the oil pressure
relief valve (up above the 3/4” bolt in
the bottom of the overdrive).
Clean that valve and, at the same
time, remove the solenoid and then
use carburetor cleaner and compressed air to blow out all the passageways. I talk to so many owners
who have purchased a new solenoid,
yet in my 40 years experience I’ve
encountered only one solenoid that
was faulty!
John,
While cleaning the overdrive pump,
I dropped roller part of overdrive pump
inside overdrive. It will not fall out. What
do I need to do?
—John Layman
John,
Magnet? Long pliers? Bright
light? Patience? Don’t work on
it for more than ten minutes at a
time. Good luck!
John,
I have a 1967 MGB that I’ve been
driving for twenty years. I just rebuilt the
engine last year. Two months ago, after
a long day of driving, the ignition started
sputtering, and after trying everything, I
ended up changing the spark plugs, rotor,
condenser, points, and installed new sport
ignition coil. The car started up perfectly.
Fast forward to this weekend; after
an hour of brisk driving in perfect weather,
the car suddenly lost all power and
wouldn’t start up. After checking that the
fuel pump was working well, I moved to
the ignition again. Couldn’t get a spark
out of the ignition coil (and no power from
the white wire to the ignition coil). I then
jumped power from the ignition key directly to the ignition coil and tried again, but
still no spark. Tried the old, original ignition coil as well (both terminals on both
coils), and still no spark. Also rechecked
the points and they are good.
Thanks, —Jeff Dagowitz
Jeff,
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Temporarily running a wire
from the fusebox to the WHITE side
of the ignition coil would diagnose
the problem to connections around
the tachometer, which is where I
suspect the problem lies. Many MGBs
have been changed from positive
to negative earth – resulting in the
WHITE wire loop, the impulse loop,
on the back of the tach being cut and
reversed. Maybe one of those connections has come loose.
John,
When I take the plugs out, the starter
turns over great but when they are in it
won’t turn. I have tried a stronger battery
and jumping the starter directly but it just
won’t turn. I have read about high torque
starters, but I don’t want to waste money
on a new starter when the old one is still
good. The head has recently been machined with hardened seats. I believe this
has increased compression causing this
problem. My mechanic friend says I am
not getting enough power but I believe he
is wrong. The jumper wires get hotter than
heck when I hook the starter up directly
to a big battery from a Chrysler Merada.
I am sure it is getting good power. Is a
high torque starter going to alleviate this
dilemma? I could really use some help.
Thanks! —Ian Suskovich
Ian,

If you have an MGB, then I’m
surprised that the starter doesn’t
turn the engine – especially since
it did before you worked on the
cylinder head. A couple of notes: Is
the ground strap connected to the
chassis frame? Does the starter motor move when you are operating
it (either loose from the engine or
starting to disassemble itself)?
If you have an MGA, Midget,
or T-Series – those starter motors
are much smaller. They can and do
fail. In these cars, replacement of
the starter motor is inexpensive and
advised. You can write back with the
year and model and I’ll be able to
help you out a lot more!
Hi John,
I am writing from Nova Scotia
Canada. I just installed a pair of HIF4
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on my 1980 MGB. The car idle starts at
1000, and as the car heats up, the front
carb’s piston begins to rise on it’s own.
The RPMs rise to 1500, then 2000 then
3000 and then I shut it off. Tried all of the
mixture settings suggested, keeping both
at the same level. Oil is in, spring looks the
same as the rear. Any suggestions?
—Lee MacKenzie
Lee,

I have several videos up on
YouTube which may be able to help
you figure this out in addition to my
comments. Between the carbs is an
interconnecting link – one for the
throttle and one for the choke. Make
sure that there is some freeplay at
the throttle cable, and make certain
that the fingers at the end of the
interconnecting links have freeplay,
too.
There are always possibilities of
manifold vacuum leaks that you can
find with spray carburetor cleaner
(again, see my videos – search YouTube for universitymotorsltd)
John,
What is the best way to get Tartan
Red formula for PPG paint? —Scott
Scott,
Either have your painter call the
PPG library or call them yourself.
They will give you an “eye match”
with a new formulation. The various codes for Tartan Red are: RD9
(factory); 71062 or 71416 (old PPG);
8204 (old DuPont); 3770 ICI. Hope
this helps!
John,
I cannot get to all the videos, only the
last 20 thru 152. Also, I am rebuilding
my 1971 MGB. I dismantled it too many
years ago not to be embarrassed by the
number. I am starting with the suspension
and moving to body. Can you recommend
a general project plan for where to start
and where to go from there? Can you recommend a book on MGB bodywork?
Thanks, —Marty
Marty,
If you go directly to YouTube
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you should be able to access all
the videos. As far as your car, don’t
take anything more apart. Rebuild
each individual component as time
permits – for example the taillight
assemblies; the door latches; the
seats; the windscreen. Each assembly
demands something – just cleaning?
Painting? Sandblasting and painting? Re-plating? New parts/gaskets?
Chasing threads? Work each individual part until you have ALL the
components on the car cleaned and
prepped, with their attaching fasteners, wrapped in clear plastic. Then
work at the body (engine in or out
makes no difference); if you’re really
bold, you can remove the suspension from the body! Then, after the
bodywork is done, run the lines and
wiring and begin assembling. Assembly takes little time. The factory
produced one car per person per
week. It’s the cleanup and prep that
takes time.
John,
My 1973 MGB transmission seems to
be stuck in 2nd gear. I downshifted from
3rd to 2nd and will not move. I can push
and pull real hard and then it seems to go
into a soft spot where nothing is engaged.
No grinding or gear problems up until
this point. Some have suggested that the
remote control linkage is jammed. Any
thoughts before I pull the eng and trans??
Thanks, —Mike G
Mike,
I cannot imagine the fault. If the
gearbox had been low on oil, then
the damage you’ve encountered will
require disassembly of the gearbox,
I’m sure. Nothing is accessible from
the top – the gearbox will have to
come out for nearly any repair. Please
let me know what you find. This situation is very unusual indeed!
John,
What is the reason why the MGB disc
brake pistons are tapered on the face that
touches the pad? Thanks, —George Metz
George,
The taper or offset is to reduce
squealing. On the MGB pistons, the
high part of the piston is to be placed
toward the rear of the car; on the
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MGA, the high part of the piston is
to be placed at the top of the caliper.
Go figure. I read a very convoluted
article in Safety Fast, the MGCC magazine from England, trying to explain
the technical reasons of this positioning, but the article was not clear (to
say the least). The Girling pistons do
not have this offset and many of the
Girling callipered cars squeal (MGA
Twin Cams, Healeys, Volvos). Perhaps
an MG owner with much more technical expertise in the construction of
brake systems can help us out!
John,
I watched the videos, read the
Q&A, and still discounted the remarks
about emission systems. After re-setting
the timing, valves, and carbs with no
improvement to high speed power loss. .
.not to mention loss of sleep, I succumbed
and disconnected the carb vents from
the charcoal canister. All is well, power
restored. I didn’t think a passive system
like that would create such a problem, but
vacuum in the carb bowls must have been
the trouble. As with most things, thoroughness is a virtue. Belated thanks for a
simple solution addressed in so many of
your classes/videos. Will clean or replace
charcoal soon and reconnect system. —Al
Al,

I’m glad you eventually found
the problem. No need to change the
charcoal in the canister, just lay in
out on a cookie sheet under the sun.
The adsorbed fuel will evaporate.
Hello John,
I have a 67 MGB/GT, I was at Reno
with a round trip drive of about 1300
miles. During that trip and some subsequent small trips my car worked well until
two weeks ago when driving at freeway
speed the car all of a sudden stated to have
severe hiccups, it was almost like the engine stopped for an instant. It was so bad I
had to come off the freeway. The car runs
well at low speed when there is not much
of a load on the engine. I can spin the
engine up to 5,000 revs in neutral without
any problem.
I have since had the points checked
and cleaned, replaced the fuel pump,
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added two fuel filters and the hiccups are
still happening. (Moss Motors tells me
the 67 year MGB/GT’s did not have fuel
filters installed at the factory). Can you
think of a cause for this strange occurrence? I live in Southern California. —
David Johnston
David,
I would ascribe your problem to
the ignition side of the engine. I’d
change the points and condenser,
then set the timing at 32-degrees
BTDC at about 4000 rpm with the
vacuum disconnected. You should
check the tightness of the coil wires
and the wires on the key switch. If
there is even a momentary disconnect to the coil the engine will
shut off instantly. The problem you
describe is caused by running too
lean or retarded timing. Since you’ve
addressed some of the fuel possibilities, I’ll take the timing.
Hello John,
I have a 1980 MGB. I removed the
smog equipment per your handout years
ago. I installed twin SU HS4 carbs that
your shop had rebuilt years ago. I installed
an Allison Electronic Ignition and I
installed a Pertronix Flame-Thrower 1.5
ohm coil for ballasted systems. The MG
has 27000 miles since new. I have three
problems with it: 1) I’ve noticed a puff of
smoke out of the tailpipe with each shift.
2) When it was real hot this summer, the
engine wanted to stall when at idle, and it
would be very difficult to restart. This fall,
cooler weather, I have not had this stalling
problem at idle. 3) I have discovered by
accident that after a 15-20 mile drive the
coil is very hot. Hot enough that I can
lay my hand on it briefly but I want to
remove my hand quickly. It is not melting
any wires but it is hot. Do all coils get hot
to touch? Thanks for your time. I’m glad
your shop is up and running.
—Sam Judd
Sam,
Your 1980 MGB has 12-volts supplied to the coil via a WHITE wire.
The 1975-1979 MGBs had a ballasted
supply (effectively 6-volts) supplied
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to the coil via a WHITE/GREEN wire.
You option is to either get a standard
12v coil – or – install a 1.8-2.2 ohm
ballast resistor between the WHITE
wire and the + side of the coil.
The puff of smoke could be
oil getting through the valve
guides. You can stop the oil leakage
by installing Felpro umbrella seals
SS70373 onto the valve guides. You
can do this in place without removing the head. The puff could be from
the engine running rich, but probably not.
The engine does run rich since
the warmer weather exacerbates the
idle and restart problems. Adjust the
mixture a bit leaner.
John,
I have a loose wiper unit and I cannot
remove the nut that holds the unit to the
cowl. I have used sockets, vice grips – you
name it – no go. I think I am going to have
to cut it off. Maybe with a nut splitter. Any
ideas? —John Powling
John,
I’ve tried all kinds of penetrants
years ago, but came to the simpler
method of cutting the nut off. Use
your hacksaw and cut along the
threads across the top of the wheelbox. If you are careful, you will “just”
cut into the threads. The hacksaw
blade will parallel the threads on the
wheelbox, and you’ll be cutting at
about a 45 degree angle towards the
back and bottom of the car. A small
semi-circular section will fall off and
you can then peel back the rest of
the nut -- and it will simply fall away.
We’ve just done this on a 1978 MGB
in our shop for a body restoration.
You will have to purchase a new nut,
of course.
John,
What grade of oil should I use in HIF
carbs (1974 MGB)? —
 Al Froggett
Al,

The workshop manual calls for
20w/50 engine oil. But let me make
a case for thicker oil (80/90 gear oil,
like the oil used in the differential
and rack & pinion: Our SUs do not
have accelerator pumps like most
carbs. This necessary function is,
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instead, caused by artificially restricting the upward movement of the
air piston. By keeping the venturi
smaller, the vacuum at the jet is temporarily increased and more gasoline
is mixed with the air – affording the
engine the extra rich mixture necessary at acceleration.
The damper and dashpot together make a shock absorber. The
air piston is restricted in its upward movement but falls freely. So,
how many times has the air piston
moved up and down since the carbs
were new? 30? 300? 3000? 30,000?
300,000? 3,000,000? Every time
the air piston moves against the
damper there is a tiny bit of abrasion
– and now, after all these years, the
clearance between the dashpot and
the damper is greater than original. Hence the need for thicker oil.
That’s my case. Try it. If you don’t like
it, simply empty out the dashpots
and refill with engine oil.
John,
My 78 B is all stock, owned for 22
years, except added twin SUs and had
it lowered to pre-75 ride height. Should
I convert the bumpers to chrome? Will
that kill the value or originality of the
car? Thank you, —Geoffrey DePinna
Geoffrey,
Offhand, if anything, I would
think that changing to chrome bumpers might increase the value. Over
and over I hear people say, “Oh those
terrible rubber bumpers...” Personally, I think the rubber bumpers are
very attractive, considering what
confines the designers had to follow. MGBs are not Corvettes. Very
few are geeked about the diameter
and thickness of fender washers. Very
few people follow the originality
hype. Personally, I like the cars to
remain original (mostly), and I tell
people, “If you want a chrome bumpered MGB, buy a chrome bumpered
MGB.” But, I do not believe that
changing to chrome bumpers on
your 78 MGB will greatly affect the
value of the vehicle.

the 4.0L I6 from a 2006 Jeep Wrangler.
Was wondering if you could advise me as
to what would be a good choice of transmission to mate it with, and where I could
get transmission adapters for the engine
if available. Once upgrades are finished,
the engine should be producing roughly
280hp, just for tolerance’s sake. Thanks
for your time, your videos have given me
a great deal of help as I’ve completed my
project. —Russ
Russ,
Gosh, this is so far out of my area
of expertise that I’m loathe to offer
any opinion at all. The common conversion is the Buick 215 engine and
for that all parts are available.
John,
I talked with you a week ago about
my steering that squeaks when turning
corners on my 1980 MGB. You recommended to twist the steering wheel cowl
a bit. It worked like a charm – no more
squeaks of anguish.
—Brian Dawkins
Brian,
Thanks for the follow up!

Hi John,
I own a 71 MGB and I’ve noticed
green fluid (antifreeze?) lying around one
of my spark plugs. The engine is running
great, just wondered if you’ve seen this
before. I have a couple of pics I could send
thanks! —Nathan Jay
Nathan,
The bad news is that your cylinder head is cracked. The good news
is that you can leave it like that for
some time yet. Eventually the crack
will extend under the valve cover
and some antifreeze will begin to
mix with the oil. Eventually the crack
will open and you will suffer fluid
loss.The good news is that it may not
crack farther for a long time. Just
keep an eye on the fluid level – and
carry a gallon of water in the boot
for that eventuality. If it does start to
weep or leak a lot, then loosen the
radiator cap and the system will not
pressurize – which will slow the leak.
Some have tried to use “Bars Leak” or
something similar, but the results are
usually not long lasting. Start looking
for another cylinder head.

Reminder: John Twist will be pleased to answer your technical query; you can e-mail
him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com or call during his technical hour of 1-2pm
Eastern, Monday-Friday.

John,
I’ve been toying with the idea of
replacing the tired motor in my 80 B with
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Registrars of the NAMGBR
MGB, MGB LE, & 1967 MGB/GT
Special Registrar
Ken Smith

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith

P.O. Box 8645, Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 683-2906 • kensca@cox.net

5 Willow Lane
Farmington, CT 06032
(860) 674 1179

Midget Registrar
Col. Robert Swetzer

New Generation Registrar
James Woolf • lbcnut@aol.com

• Our Valued Supporters •

P.O. Box 1145
Red Rock, AZ 85245
(520) 904-3768
RobertSwetzer@aol.com

1974½ MGB Registrar
Scott Perry

538 Hooper Ave
Simi Valley, CA 93065
AndrewPerry34@gmail.com

MGB V8 Registrar
Modified Registrar
Mike Grieco
701 Verona Ave
Ravenna, Nebraska 68869
(308) 452-3090
E-mail: griecoma@hotmail.com

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar
Llyod Faust
40 Santa Ana Loop
Placitas, NM
mgsrus@kwic.com

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Bill Fox

998 Northwestern Ave
Fairview Heights, IL 62208
mgsrfun4me@aol.com

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan

11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
JDeagan@aol.com

Original Owner Registrar
Bill Hawkins
2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
(919) 676-8888
wlhawkins@yahoo.com
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Sell • Seek • Swap!

Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial ads. Send
ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO
63109. Ads only accepted in writing. Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front cover.) Ads run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to
refuse any ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE

• Our Valued Supporters •

1966 MGB V8 – - BRG/tan, 3.5 Rover/215Buick
with TR 5-speed 15” wire wheels. Nice car with
3000 miles since conversion. Asking $10,000. Don
Schmidt,
(850) 877-8677 or dhs43bay@aol.com FL
010212
1972 MGB – Clean, runs well, always garaged;

new tires, soft top plus hard top; loads of new parts
– clutch units, spare windshield, seats, spare short
block; HD Moore - $6000 obo.
(508) 477-5657 or captdoug38@aol.com MA 010212

1973 Midget – Fuel injected, part of estate sale.
Priced at a very reasonable $2000. View at the
website for more detail and then call Jon
at (651) 335-2372 MN
http://home.comcast.net/~jdmasley/MGSafetyFast/
Welcome.html			 111211
1977 MGB – Sandglow/autumn leaf, factory

1980 MGB LE – very nice condition; runs and drives
well. Same owner last 28 years. Always garaged and
well maintained. Dual SUs and Ansa exhaust. $6500;
John Shepherd, (828) 837-3571 NC
050611
1968 MGB/GT – Silver/red; very rich looking with

a new fine metallic silver paint; early GT has all
new or repaired body panels, refreshed engine and
gearbox, new red/black interior, all mechanicals and
suspension parts renewed or replaced. RetroSound
radio, Pertronix ignition and coil, tube rear shocks.
Featured in Jan/Feb 2011 issue of MGB Driver.
$9500, Dennis Silance,
(570) 992-3032 or maxx1@ptd.net PA
070811

1974 MGB – Red/black, chrome bumpers, exceptional condition. Extensive $15k restoration documented.
CD/Changer, 15” Panasports, Dunlop tires, covers,
tonneau, winter storage bag, multiple award winner;
UML maintained. New seat belts, master cylinder;
$11,500 obo; Ed Boyer,
(269) 668-7612 or eboyer3@gmail.com MI
050611

hardtop, overdrive. Many upgrades including
Pertronix distributor, stainless steel exhaust, 15”
minlites. Lowered 1 1/2” and many more. Many
show awards which include: MG on the Rocks,
1st in class and best of show at MG 2008. Show
quality inside and out. Asking $13,500. Serious
offers considered. Neal Becker, (717) 332-8708 or
neal.112@hotmail.com PA		
111211

1979 MGB LE - Black with 111K genuine mileage.
Too many goodies to list. Prospective buyers can
find all necessary information on my website www.
mgbmga.com. This has been my personal vehicle for
over 20 years. Reduced for quick sale: $7000. Doug
Jackson (DBA British Automotive)
(415) 472-1493 CA			
030411

1979 Midget 1500 – Russet Brown/tan; 58600
miles. Very clean, 85% original. No rust or filler!
Alabama/Kentucky car. Black hardtop, two tonneau covers, new carpet, new battery, new coil,
new front suspension bushings, new tie rod ends,
new brake, new master cylinder. Many pictures
available, $3300 firm. Skip Karr, (812) 473-4938 or
emyk@netzero.com IN		
091011

mirrors, oil cooler, luggage rack, top, interior, cruise
control and so much more! Contact me for full details. This car needs nothing! $7500 - Jon Masley at
(651) 335-2372 or mgsafetyfast@comcast.net MN030411

1973 MGB – 2nd owner with 75k miles; all work

by certified mechanic, overdrive, new radiator, new
gas tank, new fuel pump and top; front suspension, brakes, master cylinders rebuilt; new partial
interior. Excellent driver – needs a driver! No rust.
$6000. Wayne McClain, (317) 881-6157 IN 091011

1978 MGB – BRG with 82k miles. Beautiful paint!

Fun car, took us all over northern California; body
in great shape, no rust, always gets compliments.
Garaged during my ownership. Haven’t driven
much in the last few years. Has new top in box
ready to be assembled. $3000 – Jeff Savage,
(918) 791-9332 • jeff_savage@sbcglobal.net OK070811

Selling or Buying an MG?
Take advantage of NAMGBR’s
Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds
on our website: www.NAMGBR.org/classified
A great way to find or sell that hard-to-find part
or that next project.

1979 MGB - With overdrive, new windshield, tires,

WANTED
Wanted NOS Lucas headlight switch for a 1970
MGB and a Speedo head. Both in good working
order.
Contact: MDGIGEOFFREY@AOL.COM SC

111211

Wanted oil pressure gauge for a 1970 MGB and a
Speedo head. Both in good working order.
Contact: MDGIGEOFFREY@AOL.COM

SC

091011

PARTS FOR SALE
1975 Midget rear axles excellent condition - $125

each. MGB metal dash, all gauges and switches with
keys for ignition and glove box, except for tach;
partial harness included - $275. John Morris
(954) 895-1163 FL			
010212

1972-1976 Dash Newly recovered dash, never in-

stalled; all gauges and switches included - $250 plus
shipping. mgslime@swbell.net
MO
111211

MG Magazines – MGB Driver, MG Abingdon Classics, Enjoying MG, MG Enthusiast, MG Magazine,
and MG World. Best offer – I need the space!
Dennis Dutton: dennis376@aol.com
111211

Where 2 ‘B
Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages
local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MGB Driver. Information must include date,
location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the
MGB Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or e-mail mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2011
• March 24.......... British Car Day, New Orleans, LA • www.bmcno.org
• April 15............. British & European Car Show, Williamsburg, VA • www.wmbgbrit.com
• April 21............. Missouri Endurance Rally, St Louis, MO • www.stlouismgclub.com
• May 4-6............ North Meets South, NAMGBR Regional Event, Pismo Beach, CA
• caskrs@sbcglobal.net
• May 19............. Triangle British Car Show, Raleigh, NC • www.ncmgcc.org
• May 30-June 3.. British Car Week National Meet, Hot Springs, AR • www.britishcarweek.org
• June 6-10.......... MG 2012 – Dillard, Georgia
• July 8-22........... Pittsburg Vintage Grand Prix, NAMGBR Regional Event, Pittsburg, PA
• www.pvgp.org

A few miles outside Dillard, Ga. is Black Rock Mountain State Park.
Park offers mountain top roads, cabin rentals, and spectacular views.
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